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PREFACE 
The present dissertation entitled "Some Moment Properties of 
Generalized Order Statistics" is a brief collection of the work done so far 
on the subject. I have tried my best to include sufficient and relevant 
materials in the systematic way, which are contained in five chapters. 
Chapter I is introductory in nature and deals with the basic concepts and 
results about order statistics, records, sequential order statistics, 
generalized order statistics, lower generalized order statistics, which may 
be helpful to grasp the ideas contained in the subsequent chapters . 
Chapter II consists the results based on moments and recurrence relations 
of single generalized order statistics for some specific continuous 
distribution and general class of distributions. Further, various 
deductions, examples and particular cases are also discussed. 
Chapter III also deals with the results of moments and recurrence 
relations of joint generalized order statistics for some specific and 
general class of distributions as given in Chapter II. 
Chapter IV is based on results on single and product moments of dual 
(lower) generalized order statistics, whereas in Chapter V, some 
characterization results are given. 
In the end, a comprehensive list of references referred into this 
dissertation is given. 
CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC CONCEPTS 
In this chapter we have introduced those concepts/results which are 
needed to grasp the idea in subsequent chapters. 
1. Order Statistics 
Let X\,X2,---,Xff be a random sample of size n from a continuous 
population having probability density function {pdf) f{x) and 
distribution function {df) F{x). Let these be arranged in ascending order 
of magnitude as 
x,,„<X2.,„<....<x,,^<...<x„,„ 
then Xy^,X2:n^-^Xn:n ^^ ^ collectively called the order statistics and 
Xf.„{r=^\,2,...,n) is called the / ^ order statistic. 
Xi,,i=mm{Xx,X2,...,Xy,) and X„.„=^m20i{Xi,X2,.:,X^) are called 
extreme order statistics or the smallest and the largest order statistics. 
David and Nagaraja (2003) is the basic book on order statistics dealing in 
detail with its different aspects. Asymptotic theory of extremes and 
related developments of order statistics are well described in an 
applausive work of Galambos (1987). Also, references may be made to 
Sarhan and Greenberg (1962), Balakrishnan and Cohen (1991), Arnold et 
al. (1992) and the references therein. 
2. Distribution of Order Statistics 
Here in this section we will discuss the basic distribution theory of order 
statistics by assuming that population is absolutely continuous. 
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The pdf of Xf..^ , the r-th order statistics is given by (David and 
Nagaraja, 2003) 
« ! r r7 / M r - 1 / r . nW = 7—TT77 -\F{x)r\\-F{x)f-'f{x) , -a)<x< ( r - l ) ! ( « - r ) ! 
The pdf of smallest and largest order statistics are, 
0 0 
(1.2.1) 
/l:„(x) = « [ l - F ( x ) f - V W •,-^<x«^ (1.2.2) 
/„..„(x) = 4 F ( x ) f - 7 W ; -<x)<x<a) (1.2.3) 
The df of X^.„ is given by 
= P{at least r of X], ^^2' •••' -^n ^^^ ^^ s^ than or equal to x) 
n 
- ^ ^(exactly i of Jfj, y^ 2 ? • • • ^  ^ n '^'^  ^ ^^ ^ ^^an or equal to x) 
i-r 
- E | " V W ] ' [ 1 - ^ W ] ' ' ~ ' ; -cx)<x<cx) (1.2.4) 
i=r 
J ^ / • "^(1-W)"~ ' ' JM (1.2.5) 
( r - l ) ! ( « - r ) ! ^ 
= I^(; , )(r ,«-r + l) (1.2.6) 
i^ Z/iS is obtained by the relationship between binomial sums and 
incomplete beta fiinction. It may be expressed in negative binomial sums 
as (Khan, 1991) 
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Fnni^)=Y.\~ ~\[F{x)Y{\-F{x)f-'-^- -^<x<^ (1.2.7) 
For continuous case the pdf of Xf..„ may also be obtained by 
differentiating (1.2.5) w.r.t. x. 
From the density function given in (1.2.1), we may obtain the k-th 
moment of J\r^ .„ as below 
00 
4^), = E[X'^,„]= \x^fr.Ax)dx (1.2.8) 
- 0 0 
The joint/?c//~of X^.^, ^ s:n^ \<r <s<n is given by 
X{F{y)- F(x)]^-'-l[1 - F{y)f-' f{x)f{y\ -co<x<y<co 
(1.2.9) 
The joint df of Xf..„ and X^.„, {\<r<s<n) can be obtained as follows: 
Fr,s:n (x, y) = Pi^r.n ^ x, X,.„ < y) 
= P(at leastr of Jfi,Z2,...,v^„ are at most x 
and at least s of Xi,X2,--;X„ are at most y) 
n j 
= ^ ^P(exactly/of Xi,Z2,...,X„ areatmostx 
j=s i=r 
and exactly j of X\,X2,--;X^ are at most y) 
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nl n J [F{x)]\F{y) - F{x)\J-\\ - F{y)f~^ 
(1.2.10) 
We can write the joint df of X^.„ and Xyy^ in (2.10) equivalently as: 
Fr,s:ni^^y) = n\ 
F{x)F{y) 
{r-\)\{s-r-\)\{n-s)\ \ \ u'-\v-u) 
s-r-\ 
0 0 
><{\-vy~'dudv 
= h{x),F{y)i^^s-r,n-s + \) •,-co<x<y<co 
(1.2.11) 
which is incomplete bivariate beta flinction. 
It may be noted that for x> y 
(1.2.12) 
The product moments of the j - th and k-th order of Xy..„ and X^.^ 
respectively, (1 < r < 5 < ^) is given by: 
,U^k) a^J^") = E\X^ X" 1 
^r,s:n ^\.^r:n ^ s:ni 
\\x^ y^fr,s:nix,y)dxdy 
-<x><x<y<<xi 
(1.2.13) 
In general, the joint pdf of -^/•.n'^!,:n'---'"^/\:n '^^ ^ 
1 < /j < 12 <...< iff; < « is given by 
= n\'{ 
k j A 
n/(-/,) n 
7=1 ;=0 
[/^(x, .^ ^ ) - F(x, . )] 
( i y + l - / y - l ) ! 
' , + ! - ' , - 1 
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, - 0 0 < X / <X; <...<X; < 00 
'l '2 h 
(1.2.14) 
where XQ = -oo, xj^^\ = +GO , /Q = 0, iyt+i = « +1 
Remarks: 
a. The ranking of random variables Xi,X2,—-,X„ is preserved under 
any monotonia increasing transformation of the random variables. 
b. Regarding the probability integral transformation, if J f ^ . „ , l < r < « , 
are the order statistics from a continuous distribution F{x), then the 
transfonnation 6 ,^..„ = F{Xf..^) produces a random variable which is 
the r* order statistics from a uniform distribution on U{0,\). 
c. Even if Xi,X2,--;Xyj are independent random variables, order 
statistics are not independent random variables. 
d. Let Xi,X->,...,Xf^ be iid random variables from a continuous 
distribution, then the set of order statistics {XYjj,X2-jj,-.;Xf^-jj} is 
both sufficient and complete (Lehmann, 1986). 
e. Let X be a continuous random variable with E[Xf..f^]- a^..^, 
(i) If a = E{X) exits then a,..„ exists, but converse is not necessarily 
true. That is, «,..„ may exist for certain (but not all) values of r, 
even though a does not exist. 
(ii) «^.,j for all n detemiine the distribution completely. 
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3. Record Values and Record Times 
Suppose that X^,X2,...,X„ is a sequence of independent and identically 
distributed random variables with df F{x). Let 
Y„=max(mm){Xi,X2,...,X^} for r2>\. We say Xj is an upper 
(lower) record values of {X„, n> 1}, if Yj > {<)Yj_i,j>\. By definition 
X^ is an upper as well as lower record values. One can transform the 
upper record by replacing the original sequence of {Xj} by {-X .-J > 1} 
or if P(Xi > 0) = 1 for all / by <j — , / > 1 
X; 
the lower record value of this 
sequence will correspond to the upper record values of the original 
sequence (Ahsanullah, 1995) 
The indices at which upper record values occur are given by the record 
times{t/(„)}, « > 0 . That is Xf/(„) is the n-th upper record, where 
t/(„) = mm{j\j > t/(„_i), XJ > ^f/(„_i), « > 1} and /7(„) - 1 . The 
distribution of U(^„^,n>\ does not depend on F. Further, we will 
denote L/„) as the indices where the lower record values occur. By 
assumptionf/n) =Zn\ = 1. The distribution of I(„) also does not 
depend on F. 
Record values are found in many situations of daily life as well as in 
many statistical applications. Often we are interested in observing new 
records and in receding them: e.g. Olympic records or world records in 
sports. 
Record values are defined by Chandler (1952) as a model of successive 
extremes in a sequence of identically and independent random variables. 
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It may also be helpful as a model for successively largest insurance 
claims in non-life insurance, for highest water-levels or highest 
temperatures. Record values are also useful in reliability theory. 
To be precise, record values are defined by means of record times. That 
is, those times have to be described at which successively largest values 
appear. 
Chandler (1952) shows several properties of record values and notes their 
Markovian structure Two recent books on records by Ahsanullah (1995) 
and Arnold et al. (1998) are worth mentioning. 
4. Distribution of Record Values 
Let R{x) be a continuous function of x with R{x)^-\nF{x) and 
0 < F{x) = 1 - F{x), where 'In' is the natural logarithm. 
If we define F„(x) as the df oi Xy(„) for « > 1 , then we have 
(Ahsanullah, 1995) 
F^{x)=P{Xu^n)^^) 
= f ^ ^ J F ( M ) , -OO<X<OO (1.4.1) 
^^ (« - l ) ! 
and the pdf fyj{x) of A'^ /^ ^^  is 
fni^)=^r-^f^^)^ -a.<x<a. (1.4.2) 
{n-\)\ 
The joint pdf of Xf/^ -n and X^(/) is 
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CO< Xj < X j < CO 
(1.4.3) 
The joint pdf of the n record values ^i/n),Xij(2)r-',^u(n) is given 
by 
-oo<xi <X2 <... <x„_i <x„ <oo (^•4-4) 
, , . dR(x) f{x) n 17/ X 1 
where r ( x ) = — ^ ^ = , 0<F{x)<\ 
dx 1 - F{x) 
is known as hazard rate . 
In particular at / =1, j = n. we have 
(« - 2)! 
The conditional distribution of ^ij{j) I -^U(i) - ^i i^  
/ / ' J \-^i' '''•y / 
00. 
iR{xj)-R{xOy~'-^ fixj) 
- CO < X ; < X ,• < CO 
a - / - I ) ! 1-F(x,) 
(1.4.5) 
and for jrf/(-/)|jr^(y) =Xy is 
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f(^Uii) \^U{j) =Xj) 
(7-1)! 
( / - l ) ! ( y - / - l ) ! Rix,) 
/"-Ir 
R{x,) 
j~i-\ 
Rixj) 
- CO < X ; < X ; , 1 < GO /• ^ -^ i + 1 
(1.4.6) 
5. ^-Records 
In some situations record values themselves are viewed as 'outlier' and 
hence second or third largest values are of special interest. Insurance 
claims in some non-life insurance can be used as an example. 
Let Xi,X2,---,X^ be an identically and independent sequence of random 
variables with a continuous distribution fianction Fix) and let k be a 
positive integer. 
Then the random variables D \n) is given by (Kamps, 1995b) 
# \ « ) = 1 
are called k -th record times and the quantities Jf^,;). ,« e N are called 
k - th record values or A: - records. 
We can obtain ordinary record values at k -\. 
The joint density of the ^-records X (A) ,---,A' (/t). is given 
'(r) as 
Preliminaries and basic concepts 
fr-\ 
= k' T-r /(Xi) 
\i l\^-F(xi) 
[1 -F (x , ) ] ^ -V(^ r ) (1-5.1) 
and the marginal densities and marginal distribution functions are given 
by: 
fx.,, {x) = j^[R{x)Y-\l-F{x)]''-^f{x) (1.5.2) 
and Fx ... {x) = l-[l-F{x)r ^ ^[^^Wl^ (1-5-3) 
6. Sequential Order Statistics 
A ^-out-of-w systems are important technical structures which are often 
considered in the literature. Such systems consist of n components of the 
same kind with independent and identically distributed (iid) life lengths. 
All components start working simultaneously, and the system will work 
as long as k components function. Parallel and series systems are 
particular cases of ^ -out-of-« systems corresponding to A: = 1 and k - n, 
respectively. In the conventional modeling of these structures it is 
supposed that the failure of any component does not affect the remaining 
ones. Hence, the {n- k + X) -th order statistic from an lid sample describes 
the lifetime of some ^-out-of-« system. 
In k -out-of- n -system, it is generally assumed that we have components 
of the same kind without any interactions with respect to life-length 
distributions. Hence, the system failure is modelled by an order statistics 
based on iidr.v. 's. 
However, the failure of some components can more or less strongly 
influence the remaining components. This can be thought of as damage 
caused by the / - t h failure in the system. Thus, a more flexible model, 
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that is more general and therefore more applicable to practical situations, 
must take some dependence structure into account. 
In this model, the life length distribution of the remaining components in 
the system may change after each failure of the components. If we 
observe the i - th failure at time x, the remaining components are now 
supposed to have a possibly different life-length distribution. This 
distribution is truncated on the left at x to ensure realizations arranged in 
ascending order of magnitude (Kamps, 1995b). 
Let {Yj )\<i<n,\<j<n-i+\ be independent random variables with 
{Yj^)x<j<n-i + \-FiA<i<n (1.6.1) 
where Fi,F2,...,Fn are strictly increasing and continuous distribution 
functions 
with Ff\\)<---<F~\\) 
Moreover, let X^P = Y^^,1 <J<n, 
^ P ^ = m i n { x f \ - - - , 4 ' H 
and for 2<i<n: 
xf=Fr'{F^iYf^)(l-F,{xt'^)), 
Xi'^ = min{jry\l <J<n-i + \} 
Then random variables X;\---,Xi'^^ are called sequential order 
statistics. 
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If we have absolutely continuous distribution functions Fj,---,/^„ with 
densities / i , •••,/« respectively, the joint density of the first r sequential 
order statistics X],\---, X][^ is given by 
' ' i-F^ix.) ^"-' nl T-r i-Pi(Xi) fiiXi) 
{n-r)\. u l -^ / (^/ - l ) l -Ff(x/ - l ) 
r < n,XQ = -00 (1.6.2) 
Sequential order statistics fonn a Markov chain with transition 
probabilities 
P\xi'Kr\xi'-'^=^sh 1-F,(.), 2<r<n (1.6.3) 
Remark 1.6.1: Choosing F]=... = F„-F, we can obtain the joint 
density function of the order statistics Xj.„,...,X„.„ based on n iid r.v. 's 
with distribution function F. 
Remark 1.6.2: Distribution function of r -th sequential order statistics 
is given by 
F^ (0 = 1 - [1 - FiOf'- ,l<r<n (1.6.4) 
where F{) is a distribution function and « | , . . . ,a^ are positive real 
numbers. 
7. Generalized order statistics 
Let F{x) be an absolutely continuous df with pdf f{x) of r.v. X. 
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Let neN,n>2,k>0,m = {mi,m2,...,m^_l)Eyi'^ \Mf. = Yj^j ^ such 
that y^=k + n-r + M^>0 for all r e{l,2,...,«-1}. Then 
X{r,n,m,k),r = \,2,...,n are called ^05 if their joint/?c^is given by 
k Y\YJ Y\{\-F{xi)p f{xi){\-F{x^)f-^ f{x^) (1.7.1) 
on the cone F~^ (0+) < x^  < X2 <... < x„ < F"^ (1) of 9?". 
Choosing the parameters appropriately, models such as ordinary order 
statistics ( 7 / = « - / +1; i=\,2,...,n i.e. mj = W2 =-.-=/«,;_]= 0,/: = I), 
th k record values (// =k i.e.m] =m-, =...= w„_| = - 1 , ^ G A^), sequential 
order statistics (7/ = ( n - / + l)a/;ai,a2'---»Q:„ > 0), order statistics with 
non-integral sample size (/y = a - / + l ;a > 0), Pfeifer's record values 
(?'/• - A'A'y^2'---'A7 > ^) ^^^ progressive type II censored order 
statistics {mj e NQ,k e N) are obtained [Kamps (1995a), Kamps and 
Cramer (2001)]. 
The joint density of the first r generalized order statistics (gos) is given 
by: 
- Q - 1 x\\\-F{x;)r^ f{x,) 
V/=l 
[l-F(x,)f^"-^^^^-V(x.) 
(1.7.2) 
on the cone F"'(0+)<xi <X2 <...<x,, <F" ' ( l ) . 
Here we may consider two cases: 
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Case I: /Wj =1712 =----^'in-\ - ^ 
Case II: Yi'^Yj ; ij = l,2,...,n-l 
For Case I, the marginal density of the r -th generahzed order statistics 
{gos) is given by [Kamps, 1995b] 
fx{r,n,m,k)i^) = ^^l^-F{x)Y' ~^ f{x)/m~\nx)) ( r - l j ! (1.7.3) 
and the jointp<^ofX(r,«,w,^) and X{s,n,m,k), l<r<s<n is 
fxir,n,m,k),X{s,n,m,k)i^'y) 
C. 5-1 
{r-l)\(s-r-l)\ [l-F{x)r g';„-\F{x)) 
>^[hminy))- h^{F{x))f-'-^ [1 - F{y)Y^ ^ f{x)f{y) 
(1.7.4) 
where Cj._\ = J^ 7/ , /j =k + {n~ i){m + 1) 
j = l 
hm (x) = 
^ ( l - x ) ' " + ^ m ^ - l 
m + l 
- l o g ( l - ^ ) , w = -1 
gnt{^)-^i\-trdt=h„,{x)-h^{0),xe[0,l) 
The conditional pdf of X{s,n,m,k) given X{r,n,m,k) = x, 
\<r <s <n is given by 
fx{s,n,m,k)\X{r,n,m,k)iy\^) 
Preliminaries and basic concepts 15 
Q-1 [Kr iF{y)) - h^{F{x))r'-^ [1 - F{y)Y^ '^ f{y) 
( . - r - l ) !C,-_i [1 - F(x)] r . - l 
x<y (1.7.5) 
and the conditional pdf of X{r,n,m,k) given X{s,n,m,k) = y, 
\<r <s <n is 
,n,m,k)\X{s,n,m,k) 
^^[F(xT [1 - {Fix)y^^'r' [{F(x))-^' - (F(>^))"^^]----^ 
[\-{F(y)r'T' 
x<y (1.7.6) 
For Case II, the pdf of X{r,n,m,k) is [Kamps and Cramer, 2001] 
/;r(r,n,w,^) W = C,._i / (x)2]a,(r)[ l - F(x)] 7,-1 (1.7.7) 
andthejointp^of X(r,«,w,A:) and X{s,n,m,k), \<r<s<n is 
(0, 
/x(/-,«,w,A:)^(.y,n,w,A:)(^^'>') = Q - l Z ^/ ^ -^ ^ 
i=r+\ 
1 - /^(>-) 
1 - F{x) 
Yi 
X X«,(r ) ( l -F(x))? 
z=l 
/ ( ^ ) / (>^ ) 
(1 - F(x)) (1 - F(>;)) 
(1.7.8) 
where 
C^_l = n ^ / ' yi=k + n-i + Mi 
/ = ! 
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\<i<r<n 
and 
a ( ' • ) / . ^ _ i\s)= Yl - — — — , r + \<i<s<n 
j * ' 
Thus, the conditional pdf of X{s,n,fh,k) given X{r,n,m,k)-x. 
\<r <s<n'\s given by 
fx{s,n,m,k)\Xir,n,m,k)iy\^) 
c_ 
'-' i:4'\^) 
Cr-X , j r+1 1 - F{x) 
Yl fiy) 
[1 - Fiy)] 
,x<y (1.7.9) 
and the conditional pdf of X{r,n,m,k) given A'(j',«,/n,A:) = >', 
1 < r < j ' < « is given by 
fx{r,n,m,k)\Xis,n,m,k)i^ i >^ ) 
^/ / f A-
Y,ai(r)[F(x)V' F(x) 
(1.7.10) 
8. Dual (lower) Generalized Order Statistics 
The pdf of the dual generalized order statistics (dgos) X'(r,n,m,k) is 
obtained by replacing 1 - F(x) with F{x). 
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For wj = W2 =...= rn^_\ = m, 
its joint/?«^ is (Burkschat et al., 2003) 
fx'{\,n,m,k),--,X'in,n,m,k)i^\>'"'^n) 
fn-\ \ (n-\ 
[F{xn)f''f{Xn) (1.8.1) 
for F ~ ^ ( l ) > x i > X 2 > - - - > x „ > F ~ H 0 ) 
The joint density function of r - t i i and 5 - t h dgos is 
J X'(r,n,m.k).X'(s,n.m.k) ( - ^ j / ) 
^ -^1 -\F{x)r f{x)g:-\F{x)] {r-\)\{s-r-\)\ 
1 5 - / - 1 X[hm{F{y))-h,„(Fix))r '" '[Hy)] ' '" ' fiy\ x>y,{\-8.2) r . - i 
where 
h^{x)^< 
1 m+1 
.A 
m + 1 
- i o g x , m — 1 
(1.8.3) 
gm{x)^h^{x)~h^(\), xe[0, l) . (1.8.4) 
and the density function olr-th dgos is given by 
C fxXr,n,m,k)ix)-T^\nx)Y^'g:r{F{x))f{x) 
( r - 1 ) ! 
(1.8.5) 
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9. Some Important Results 
Result 1 (David and Nagaraja, 2003): Let X^,X2,-,X„ be a random 
sample from an absolutely continuous population with the df F{x) and let 
Zi.„ <y^2:«-—-^«:« denote the order statistics obtained from this 
sample. Then the conditional distribution of X^.„, given that X^.„ = y for 
s>r, is the same as the distribution of the r~th order statistic obtained 
from a sample of size (5-I) from a population whose distribution is 
truncated on the right at y. 
Result 2 (David and Nagaraja, 2003): Let X^,X2,—^X^ be a random 
sample from an absolutely continuous population with the df F(x) and 
pdf f{x), and let X,.„ <X2;„ <...< J^„.„ denote the order statistics 
obtained from this sample. Then the conditional distribution of X^.^, 
given that X^.^ -x for r <s, is the same as the distribution of the 
(5 - r) - th order statistic obtained from a sample of size {n - r) from a 
population whose distribution is truncated on the left at x. 
Result 3 (David and Nagaraja, 2003): Let X\,X2,...,Xfj be a random 
sample from an absolutely continuous population with df F{x) and 
pdf f{x), and let Xj.„ <X2;„ <...< A^ .^^  denote the order statistics 
obtained from this sample. Then the conditional distribution of X^^ 
given that X^.f^ = x and Xj^.^ -z for \<r<s<k<n, is the same as the 
distribution of the {s-r)- th order statistic obtained from a sample of 
size {k-r-\) from a population whose distribution is truncated on the 
left at X and on the right at z. 
Result 4: Order statistics in a sample from a continuous distribution 
form a Markov chain, that is 
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J \^k:n \^\:n ~ ^l^---^^ r:n ~ ^r^---^s:n ~ ' ^ s ' - ' -^n .^ ~ ^n) 
- f(^k:n \^r:n = ^ / - ' ^s:n - ^s) 
So, because of the Markovian properties of order statistics, it is of no use 
to condition it on more than two order statistics. 
Result 5 (Ali and Khan, 1997): Let g{x) be a Borel measurable 
function of x in the interval [a,/^] then, for \<r <n, « = 1,2,... 
(i) E[g(X,,„)]-E[g(X,_,,,^0] 
" ' I ] ^1 g'ix)[F(x)Y-' [1 - F(x)r'^' dx. (1.9.1) 
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(ii) E{g{X,,,)]-E{g{X,_,,„)] 
"" ^ ^^g'{x){F{x)X-\\- F{x)r'-^' dx. 
r-\ 
(1.9.2) 
(iii) E{g{X,_,,,_,)]-E{g{X,_,,,)] 
"" J^ l g\x)[F{x)r' [1 - F(x)]"-'-^' dx 
r-1 
(1.9.3) 
In view of (1.9.1), (1.9.2) and (1.9.3), we have 
( n - r + l)£[g(X,_l..J] + (r-l)£[g(;ir , , ,)] = n£[g(X,^, ,_i)]- (1-9.4) 
At g{x) = x in (1.9.4), we get the well known relation established by 
(David and Nagaraja, 2003). 
Result 6 (Ali and Khan, 1998): If g{) is a Borel measurable function 
from 9^ ^ to iH, then for l < r < ^ < n , «=1,2,--
E\g{X,,,X,,)YE\g{X,,^X,^y„)\ 
7 ^ ^ W ^^(x,>0[F(x)]'-( n - 5 + 1) „^ •'•' ^„ dry 
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x[Fiy)--Fix)r''^[\-F{y)r'^^f{x)dxdy. (1.9.5) 
Result 7 (Khan et aL, 2001): If g() is a Borel measurable function from 
9?^  to5R,thenfor l < r < 5 < n , «=1,2,--
E[g(X,,„, X,.,,)]-E[g(X,_^,,, X,,„)] 
=^Cf'|:g(x,y)[i^(x)r-' 
( 5 - r ) -vi *f dx 
X [F{y) -Fix)]'-'- [1 - Fiy)r' f{y)dy dx. (1.9.6) 
Result 8 (Khan et al, 2007): 
Case I: nij = m - m, z,j = 1,2,•••,«- 1. 
For 2 < r <n, n>2 and k = \,2,---. 
i) £[X-^' {r,n,m,k)] - £[X-^' (r - {,n,m,k)] 
= r ^ ^ " r^ ' ^ ' "^ [^ W^^^ ^"^"^ (F(x))^x. (1.9.7) 
( r - 1 ) ! rj\ 
ii) £[X-^' ( r - \,n,m,k)]-E[XJ ( r - 1,«-l,m,;t)] 
7 l ( r - 2 ) ! -vi 
iii)£:[X^'(r,n,m,^)]-£[jr^'(r-l,n-l,m,A:)] 
= -~~r,J [^ ' ^^"^ [^W]^'- gm~^ {F{x))dx. (1.9.9) 
7 ' j ( r - l ) ! -Vi 
Result 9 (Athar and Islam, 2004): 
For 2<r <n,n>2 and k = 1,2,... 
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Case I: m\=m2- ••.=myj_\= m 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X{r-U,m,k)]] 
-^^,k\xl^-nx)/^''\'~^{F{x))ck (1.9.10) (r-1)! •' 
^ a 
Result 10 (Athar and Islam, 2004): 
For2 < r < n,n > 2andk = 1,2,.... 
\) E[^{Xir-l,n,mM]-E[^{^(r-l,n-\,m\k)]] 
= ~ ^ ^ ^ - ^ 7 ^ \^\^)[^-f'i^)Y's'~miF{x))dx (1.9.11) 
n {r-\y. 
a 
ii) E[^{X{r,n,m,k))]- E[^{X{r -ln-\,m ,^)}] 
= f ^ l ^ ' W [ l - F ( x ) f ^ g ' ; ; ( F ( x ) ) ^ (1.9.12) 
where 
w* =(m2=W3=...=w„_l)e5Rand C^ /1^ 2 = O'li' [k + {n~i){m + X)] 
10. Some continuous distributions 
I. Pareto distribution 
A random variable X is said to have the Pareto distribution if its 
probability density function {pdf)f{x) and distribution function 
{df)F{x) are of the form given below: 
f{x)^pXPx'^P^^'>; A<;f<oo; A,p>0 
F{x) = \-XPx~P\ /{<x<oo; X,p>() 
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Many socio-economic and naturally occurring quantities are distributed 
according to Pareto law. For example, distribution of city population 
sizes, personal income etc. 
II. Power function distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a power function distribution if its 
pdf and df are of the form given below: 
f{x) = prPxP~'^; 0 < x < / l ; ; i ,p>0 
F{x) = X~PxP\()<x<X\ X,p>0 
The power function distribution is used to approximate representation of 
the lower tail of the distribution of random variable having fixed lower 
bound. It may be noted that if X has a power function distribution, then 
Y = — has a Pareto distribution. 
X 
III. WeibuH distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a Weibull distribution if its pdf is 
given by: 
f{x) = epxP~^e''^''^ ; 0<x<oo; 0>O, p>0 
and the df is given by 
F{x) = l-e~^''^ • 0<x<oo; 6'>0, p > 0 
Remark 1.10.1: If we put /? = 1 in Weibull distribution, we get the pdf 
of exponential distribution. 
Remark 1.10.2: If we put /? = 2, it gives pdf of Rayleigh distribution. 
Remark 1.10.3: If X has a Weibull distribution, then the pdf of 
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Y = ~p\og 
ycc) 
IS 
f(y) = e~ye-'~'' 
which is a form of an Extreme Value distribution. 
Remark 1.10.4: The pdf and the cdf of inverse Weibull distribution 
is given by 
f{x) = epx~^P^^'>e'^""'^ , 0<x<oo; 0>O, p>0 
F{x) = e ' ^ ' ' \ 0<x<oo; 9>0, p>0 
Usage: Weibull distribution is widely used in reliability and quality 
control. The distribution is also useful in cases where the conditions of 
strict randomness of exponential distribution are not satisfied. It is 
sometimes used as a tolerance distribution in the analysis of quantal 
response data. 
IV. Exponential distribution 
A random variable X is said to have an exponential distribution if its 
pdf is given by 
f(x) = 0e~^''; 0<x<oo; 0>O 
and the df is given by 
F(x) = \-e~^''; 0 < x < o o ; ^ > 0 
Usage:Thc exponential distribution plays an important role in describing 
a large class of phenomena particularly in the area of reliability theory. 
The exponential distribution has many other applications. In fact, 
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whenever a continuous random variable X assuming non-negative 
values satisfies the assumption, 
P{X >s + t\X>s)^ P{X >0 for all ^ and / , 
then X will have an exponential distribution. This is particularly a very 
appropriate failure law when present does not depend on the past, for 
example, in studying the life of a bulb etc. 
V. Rectangular distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a rectangular distribution if its pdf 
is given by 
A — p 
and the df is given by 
F{x) = ^;^<x<A 
A — p 
The standard rectangular distribution i?(0,l) is obtained by putting (5 -'d 
and /I = 1. It is noted that every distribution function F{x) follows 
rectangular distribution jf?(0,l). This distribution is used in "rounding 
off errors, probability integral transformation, random number 
generation, traffic flow, generation of normal, exponential distribution 
etc. 
VI. Burr distribution 
Let A' be a continuous random variable, then different forms of 
cumulative distribution fianction of X are listed below (Johnson and 
Kotz, 1970): 
1 F{x) = x, 0 < X < 1 
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2 F{x)=^{\ + e ^) ^, -oo<jc<oo 
3 F{x)^{\ + x'^y^, 0<x<oo 
4 F{x)^ 1 + ' c-x^ 
\ X J 
0<k<c 
5 Fix) = [\ + ce~^^''T^, TT K 
- - < x < -
2 2 
6 F (x ) - [ l + ce~'^'^"^'^r'^, -oo<x<oo 
7 F(x) = 2"'^(l + tanhx)^, 00 < X < 00 
8 F(x) = 2t -1 -1 — tan e 
\7l ) 
•CO < X < 00 
9 F{x) = 1 - 2 
c[(l + e-^)^-l] + 2 
00 < X < 00 
- X N/C 10 F{x) = (l + e~^ y , 0<x<oo 
11 F(x) X sin2;Dt; , 0 < x < l 
12 F(x) = l - ( l + x'') ^ , 0 < x < o o 
where k and c are positive parameters. 
Special attention is given to type XII, whose pdf is given as: 
/ (x) = ^cx'^"Vl+^'')~^^^^'*; 0<x<oo; k,c>0 
This distribution is frequently used for the purpose of graduation and in 
reliability theory. At c = 1, it is called Lomax distribution whereas at 
^ = 1, it is known as Log-logistic distribution. 
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VII. Cauchy distribution 
The special form of the Pearson type VII distribution, with pdf 
f{x) = — -co<x<oo; A.>0;-oo<0 <oo 
^^[l + {(x-6)/;ir] 
is called the Cauchy distribution. 
The cdf is given by 
1 1 ^\fx-0^ F(:x;) = —+ —tan -co<jc<co;/l>0;-co<(9<co 
2 TT \ A J 
The distribution is symmetrical about x-0. The distribution does not 
possess finite moments of order greater than or equal to 1, and so does 
not possess a finite expected value or standard deviation. However, 0 
and X are location and scale parameters, respectively, and may be 
regarded as being analogous to mean and standard deviation. 
There is no standard form of the Cauchy distribution, as it is not possible 
to standardize without using (finite) values of mean and standard 
deviation, which does not exist in this case. However, a standard form is 
obtained by putting 0 = 0,A. = l. The standard probability density 
function is given by 
j{x) = — -oo<x<co 
^(l + x^) 
and the standard cumulative distribution function is 
r-/ N 1 1 -1 
p{x)- — -\— tan X - 00 < X < 00. 
2 TT 
VIII. Beta distribution 
a) Beta distribution of the first kind 
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A random variable X is said to have tiie beta distribution of first Icind if 
its pdf is of the form 
f{x) = -^xP-\\-xf-^- 0<x<Up,q>0 
B(p,q) 
Beta distribution arises as the distribution of an ordered variable from a 
uniform distribution. Suppose Jf^.„ is an ordered sample from [/(0,1), 
then X^.yj is distributed as Beta{r,n-r+ 1). The standard uniform 
distribution t/(0,l) is the special case of beta distribution of first kind 
obtained by putting the exponents p and q equal to 1. If ^ = 1, the 
distribution reduces to power function distribution. 
b) Beta distribution of the second kind 
The continuous random variable X which is distributed according to 
probability law: 
1 xP-^ f(x) = C',(7>0, 0<X<OO B{p,q)^l^^)P+cj 
is known as a beta variate of the second kind with parameters p and q. 
Beta distribution of second kind reduces to beta distribution of first kind 
if we replace 1 + x by —. 
y 
The beta distribution is one of the most frequently employed distributions 
to fit theoretical distributions. Beta distribution may be applied directly 
to the analysis of Markov processes with "uncertain" transition 
probabilities. 
CHAPTER II 
MOMENTS OF SINGLE GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter a review of moments and recurrence relations of some 
specific and general class of distribution of generalized order statistics is 
given. 
Moments and recurrence relations of generalized order statistics are 
investigated by many authors in literatures. The concept of some 
recurrence relations for moments of generalized order statistics based on 
non-identically distributed random variables was first introduced by 
Kamps (1995). Cramer and Kamps (2000) derived relations for 
expectations of functions of generalized order statistics with in a class of 
distributions including variety of identities for single moments of ordinary 
order statistics and record values as particular cases. 
Pawals and Szynal (2001 a) established recurrence relations for single 
moments of generalized order statistics from Burr distribution. 
Saran and Pandey (2003) established some recurrence relation satisfied by 
marginal and joint moment generating function of single generalized order 
statistics from Power function distribution. 
Athar and Islam (2004) established some recurrence relations between 
expectations of function of single generalized order statistics from general 
class of distribution 
Athar et al. (2007) obtained the ratio and inverse moments of single 
generalized order statistics from Weibull distribution whereas Khan et al 
(2007) obtained recurrence relations for single moments of generalized 
order statistics from doubly truncated Weibull distribution. 
Moments of single generalized order statistics 
Ahmad (2008) established recurrence relations for single moments of 
generalized order statistics from linear exponential distribution. 
Khan et al (2007) and Faizan and Athar (2009) obtained exact moments 
of single generalized order statistics from general class of distribution. For 
some additional results on generalized order statistics, one may refer to 
Kesseling (1999), Cramer and Kamps (2003), Cramer (2003) and 
references therein. 
2. Moments of Some Specific Distributions 
Burr Distribution 
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The pdf of distribution is given as 
f{x) = XTp A X 
iP+x')' A + 1 
, x > 0 , /?>0, / l>0, r > 0 
For Burr distribution, we have 
{p + x')f{x)-^T{\-F{x))x r-1 
(2.2.1) 
(2.2.2) 
Theorem 2.2.1: (Pawals and Szynai, 2001a) 
Fix a positive integer A:. For neN , meZ, \<r<n and j = 0,1,2,... such 
that Ay^T>{J + T) 
E[X'^\r, n, m, k)] = ^^^ "^  ^^  E[X' {r,n, m, k)] 
Xyj-U + r) 
and consequently for 0<r <n-\ 
+ ^ E{X'^\r-\,n,7nM (2.2.3) 
E[X'^'{r,n,m,k)]= fl Ay.T 
i=s+\^Y,T-{j + r) 
•E[X^^'{s,n,m,k)\ 
p=s + \ 
Pij+T) 
^rpT^-U + T^) n i=p + \ 
Xy.j 
^r,-^-0' + ^ ) 
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Proof: From equation (2.2.2), we note that for \<r<n and j - 0,1,2,..., 
E{X'^' {r,«, m, k)] + PEW (^ «, m, k)\ 
Integrating by parts, treating JSf ^ "^^~'as part for integration, and taking into 
account that Xy r > (y + r ) , we get 
E{X^^' {r, n, m, k)] + J3E{X^ {r, n, m, k)] 
EiX'^' {r,n,m,k)]- E[X'^' {r ~\,n,m,k)] 
U + T) 
which gives (2.2.3). 
Remark 2.2.1: The recurrence relations for single moments of order 
statistics from the Burr distribution have the form 
1 / i \ / • \ ^ l A r-\ni 
X{n-r + \)T-{j + T) 
Remark 2.2.2: The recurrence relations for single moments of k-th record 
values from the Burr distribution have the form 
E (yi^h^^' = ^^ '^^ "^ E (YW + ^ E (yikl y. 
^^" ^ AkT-U + T) ^^" ^ AkT-U + T) '^^"-l^ 
Power Function Distribution 
The/j^i/'of the distribution is given as 
f(x)^S(l-xf~\ 0<x<\, S>Q (2.2.4) 
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and the c<^of the distribution is given as 
F ( x ) - l - ( l - x f , 0<x<\, S>0 (2.2.5) 
In view of (2.2.4) and (2.2.5), we have 
Si\~F{x)) = {l-x)fix) (2.2.6) 
Theorem 2.2.2: (Saran and Pandey, 2003) 
Fix a positive integer k. For nGN,meZ,\<r<n and j - l,2,3v-
(^r,„+7-0My^„,;„,,)(0 
-^r..iM! |^,,„,,,,)(0+yM!^4,,„,„,,)(0 
-^M^f;i,,,„,,)(0 (2.2.7) 
Proof: For neN, meZ,\<r <n,vjQ have 
M.,(..u,.a)(0 = ^ \e''i}-F{x)f^^^-''f{x)g[^{F{x))dx. 
— 0 0 
(2.2.8) 
Integrating (2.2.8) by parts taking {(l-F(x))^''+'~ f{x)) as the part to be 
integrated, we get 
r 
' r+\-° 
>^f{x)g\^{F{x))dx 
the constant of integration vanishes since the integral considered in (2.2.8) 
is a definite integral. On using (2.2.6), we obtain 
M,v(,-.!,„,.a)(^ ) = MA'(.,«,.a)(0 + ^ - ^ F(l-F(x))^-'"'(I - X) 
^f{x)g'^{F{x))dx 
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=" MXir,n,m,k)iO + J—-MX{r+\,n,m,k)^0 
' r+\ 
-~Mt,r,..M(') (2.2.9) 
' /• + ! 
Differentiating both sides of (2.2.9) j times with respect to /, we obtain 
for ne N, m&Z, \<r <n that 
^/r+l 
/ r+\ / r+\ 
which gives the recun-ence relation as given in (2.2.7). 
Remark 2.2.3; Setting /w = - l in theorem 2.2.2, we get the recurrence 
relation for marginal moment generating function of the k-th upper record 
values from power function distribution, thus verifying the results of 
Raqab and Ahsanullah (2000). 
Weibull Distribution 
The pdf of distribution is given as 
fix) = ^x'~'e~''^^ x>0, p,0>O (2.2.10) 
a 
and the corresponding distribution function (d.f.) is 
Fix) = \~e~'''^^ x>0, p,0>0 (2.2.11) 
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In view of (2.2.10) and (2.2.11), we have 
)3 
\-F{x) = ^x'~'f{x) 
P 
(2.2.12) 
Lemma 2.2.1: (Athar et al., 2007) 
For Weibull distribution as given in (2.2.10) and and non-negative finite 
integers a and fi. 
jjM=-^^j:(-\)i^^ 
(m+l) /=o Kh 
J^a + l{m + \),0] (2.2.13) 
0U^P^-^r[U/p) + l] j^^_^/b^ 
p{m + \) 1=0 xh 
p ^{Jlp)+b+\ 
(2.2.14) 
,m = -\ (2.2.15) 
where 
Jj{aM = ^xJ'''\\ - F{x)r gi{F{x))dx 
and 
J;(fl,0) = 
f J Y5/Y-^'^/'^+' 
\p) \aj 
n{jip)+i] 
Proof: Case when m^ -\ 
(2.2.16) 
(2.2.17) 
This can be proved by expanding g^^^{F{x)) = 
n/) 
m + 1 
{\-[\~F{x)\ OTfl 
binomiaily in (2.2.16) and then using the result (2.2.17). 
Case when m--\: 
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At w = - l in (2.2.14) 
Jjia,b) = - as EC-iy , 
?4 
= (1-1)* =0 
Since (2.2.14) is of the form 0/0 at /w = - 1 , so after applying L-Hospital's 
rule, we have 
1 \im J•Aa,b)^~e^^'P^^'Y[{jIp) + mjlp + \){jIp + 2)...{jIp + b) 
OT^—1 
1 
X 
^{jlp)+b+\ I (-1) 
/=0 
b+i (b\ 
\'J 
:b 
bl 
,b>0 
But for all integers n>0 and for all real numbers x, we have Ruiz (1996) 
„^A 
X (-1)' . (x-/r=n! 
/=o V J 
therefore, 
Z (-1)'"' 
/=0 
fby] 
b\ 
^=1. 
hence 
m 
lirnJ,(a,A) = l e O / p H i r [ 0 7 p ) + /, + l ] - ^ - ^ . 
Theorem 2.2.3: (Athar et aL, 2007) 
For Weibull distribution as given in (2.2.10) and y^'^l, k>\, \<r<n. 
"'•';S,=-g~^^j-Mr^r-i) (2.2.18) 
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C._i e^^^'^-'TiJlpY^^ ^^i{r-\] 1 
{r-\)\ (m + iy" ' /=o V / J iYr-l) JIP 
(2.2.19) 
Proof: We have 
cc[':n!:lk -^rkS^''' ti - ^(^)]'^'' ^w^-"'(^(^^^^ (--^ -^ ^^  
Now on application of (2.2.12), we get 
a 
ij-p) 
r,n,in,k 
p c^ r-\ 
e{r-\)\ 
xJ-\\-F{x)f^g'^-\F{x))dx (2.2.21) 
and hence the theorem, in view of (2.2.17). 
Remark 2.2.4: If we put w = 0,A: = 1 in (2.2.19), we get the result for 
order statistics 
" / • , ; 7 , 0 , 1 ~ " / • : / ? 
1=0 
^ r - 0 
V ' ; 
1 
[n + l -r + \] jip 
(2.2.22) 
where C,., n\ {r~\)\{n-r)\ 
by noting that /^ = « - / + 1 and C _^j = n\ {n-r)\ 
as obtained by Khan et al. (1984) and Ali and Khan (1996). 
Remark 2.2.5: Moment of k -th record values from the WeibuU 
dislribulion may be obtained in view of (2.2.15) and (2.2.18) at w - - 1 . 
a 
U-p) 
r,n,-\,k 
1 
(r-1)! 
r Q\iji p)-
[kj r[(77;.) + r - l ] (2.2.23) 
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by noting /j = k and C^_| = k'^. 
Remark 2.2.6: For m = 0 and k = a-n + \, a G 5?+, we get the moment 
of order statistics with non-integral sample size 
-^1 .fr~l^ 1 
C^^r'a''=C,.,a0^"'^~'W^P)i:Hy 
1=0 V i J 
Remark 2.2.7: M j =• p in (2.2.19), we have 
z ( - l y — ^ L . ( ! ! ^ ± i r i ^^_ i (2.2.25) 
;to' /!(r-/-l)!r,_/ j ^ ^ . 
7 = 1 
a useful combinatorial identity. 
Doubly Truncated Weibull Distribution 
The pdf of distribution is given as 
/i(x) = / ? x ^ " ' e ' ' ^ x > 0 , /?>0 (2.2.26) 
and the corresponding df is 
Fi(x) = l-£?''''^ , x > 0 , / 7 > 0 (2.2.27) 
Now if for given P^ and ^, 
f ' / , (x ) Jx = g and i f ' / iW^-^^ / ' 
then the truncated pdf is given by 
/ W = ^ ^ ^ ^ 7 ^ , - l o g ( l - 0 < x ^ < - l o g ( l - P ) , / . > O 
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and the corresponding truncated df F{x) is 
(2.2.28) 
F{x):^-P2+-x^-Pf{x), 
P 
(2.2.29) 
where 
Q[ =-\og{\-Q), P,P —\og{\-P), Q2=j^ ^nd P2=^ 
Theorem 2.2.4; (Khan et al., 2007) 
For the given Weibull distribution and ne N,meyi,2<r <n. 
E[X^ ir,n,m,k)] - E[XJ {r - \,n- l,m,k)] 
= -Pj K{E[X^{r,n - lm,k + m)] 
-E[X^ir-\,n-l,m,k + m)]] 
+ -^E[XJ'P{r,n,m,k)\ 
PYx 
(2.2.30) 
where 
K 
C {n-\) r-2 
{n-\,k+m) 
^r~2 i=\ 
, yj"-^^^k + {n-\-i){m + \) 
Proof: From equations (2.2.29) and (1.11.3), we have 
E[X'(r,n,m,k)]-E[X^(r-\,n~\,m,k)] 
/ , ( r - l ) ! ^^ '^-'^-P,+-x'^P fix) P 
^g'm \p(x))dx 
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Cf-i .• f\ _ / - i 
7 l ( r - l ) ! -v^ i 
'•—r^^l!^"''"" [^wi'-'' /wg^"' (^W)* 
/?;^1 ( ^ - 1 ) ! *^i 
(r-1)! -i:^ ! 
as r , - 1 = 7,^""^'^"'")= (y5: + w)+ ( « - ! - r ) ( m + l), C,_, =/ j C,^ !"'^  and 
hence the required result. 
If we put /? = 1 in the above expression, we get corresponding result for 
the exponential distribution. For the non-truncated case one has to put 
Remark 2.2.8: Recurrence relation for single moments of order statistics 
(m = 0, k = l)is 
+ -^E{X;r/) (2.2.31) 
np 
or 
E{X/,„) = Q,E{XJ^_,^_,)-P,EiXJ.„_,) + ^EiX^-P) (2.2.32) 
np 
For r = 1 
J EiXlJ = Q,Q{-P^E{Xl^_,) + -^E{Xl-/). (2.2.33) 
np 
For n = n 
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np 
(2.2.34) 
where by convention we use ^„-„_i = P\ and X^.^^Q^^as obtained by 
Khan e/a/. (1983a). 
Remark 2.2.9: For A:-th record statistics (m = - l ) recurrence relation for 
single moments reduces as 
•J\i^ J \k E{Xif-E{Xl_,r^-P^ ( k \ 
r~\ 
'J\k-\ J \k-\ {E{xir-'-E{xi_,y-'] 
+-^E{xrpf 
pk 
as K = C. 
(n~\) 
n 
r I. \ 
^(„.U,,„) - ( ^ ^ _ i 
k / , = /t, for w = - 1 , 
Similarly, the recurrence relations for single moments of order statistics 
with non-integral sample size for m = 0, k-a -n + l, aG)H_^ and for 
sequential order statistics for m = a-\,k = a may be obtained. 
Theorem 2.2.5: (Khan et al., 2007) 
For the given Weibull distribution and ne N,m e%2<r < n. 
E[X^ ir,n,m,k)] - E{X^ {r-\,n- l,AW,/t)] 
^^  ^^K jE[(^{X{r,n,m,k + \)] 
PYx 
(2.2.35) 
P7\ 
•{-{\-P)E[(f>{X{r,n,m,k)\ 
+ E[XJ P{r,n,m,k)]} 
(2.2.36) 
where 
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^P 
^w^x^-v- ,K = ^ = n 
r-\ '=1 \ri + ^j 
Proof: In view of equation (2.2.28), (1.9.9)becomes 
E[XJ {r,n,m,k)] - E[X^ {r - \,n - \,m,k)\ 
C„ 
n{r-\)\ 
-1 ,• f^ ' v> - i ygx^-'[F(x)/^ 
X < 
{P-Q)f{x) \gm {F{x))dx 
JA-Q)Cr-i ^c^iliP.,^.,,^,.,vr^^^ 
py\C; {k+\) J ]^t>(x)[FW]' 
X f{x)g'n;\F{x))ch\ 
where y]. "" -{k + \) + {n-r){m + 1) and hence the Theorem. 
To prove (2.2.36), note that 
/ W P 
and the result follows from (1.9.7). 
Theoreni2.2.6: (Khan et al., 2007) 
For the given Weibull distribution and neN,me'^,2<r <n. 
E[X'{r,n,m,k)]- E{XJ{r-\,n,m,k)] 
= ~P2 K**{E[X^r,n -l,m,k + m)] 
- E[X'(r -l,n-\,m,k + m)]] 
+ -^E[X^-P{r,n,m,k)] 
PYr (2.2.37) 
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** C o '"^^ 
where K = ^ '-^ = n 
^ r - 9 '=1 
41 
/i 
^ r-lf y^ ^ 
\y\"'^Um =n yYi-^j 
Proof: Proof follows on the lines of Theorem 2.2.5 using (2.2.29) and 
(1.9.7). 
Remark 2.2.10: The recurrence relation for the non-truncated exponential 
distribution given by Pawlas and Syznal (2001 a) are obtained by setting 
/? = 1, Q=0 and 7 = 7 + 1. 
Theorem 2.2.7: (Khan et aL, 2007) 
For the given Weibull distribution and ne N, me^l, 2< r < n. 
EiX^ir - ln,m,k)] - E[X^{r - In - \,m,k)] 
(m + l){r-\)K tr-rxri^ i / M 
= ^2 ^  {^[^ (^.^ - \,m,k + m)] 
n 
- E[XJ(r -\,n-\,m,k + m)]} 
(w + l ) ( r - l ) 
PTrn 
jE[X-'-P{r,n,mM (2.2.38) 
Proof: Proof follows from (2.2.29) and (1.9.8). 
Case II: y^ ^ y-, /, 7 = l,2,---,«-l. 
Theorem 2.2.8: (Khan et al., 2007) 
For distribution given (2.2.27) and neN, medl, 2<r <n, k>\. 
E[X^\r,n,m,k)] - E[XJ{r - \,n - \,m,k)\ 
py\ 
-{-{\-P)E{(l){X{r,n,m,k))\ 
+ E[X-'~P{r,n,m,k)]] (2.2.40) 
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^^—S}-K'jE[(l>{X{r,n,m,k + V)\ (2.2.41) 
pn 
Proof: In view of Athar and Islam (2004), we have 
E[X^ {r,n,m,k)]- E[XJ {r -\,n-\,m,k)\ 
Cr-2 J g ^''' T.^i{r)[Fix)p dx (2.2.42) 
On using equation (2.2.29), RHS of (2.2.42) becomes 
1 J-P >2+-x'-^f{x)\dx 
P 
and hence the required result. 
Result (2.2.41) can be proved by using (2.2.28) in (2.2.42). 
Remark 2.2.11: Theorem 2.2.5 can be deduced from Theorem 2.2.8 by 
replacing m with m, m^-\. Remaining results for case II, {yi ^ yj) can 
also be obtained by replacing m with fh in Theorem 2.2.6 and 2.2.7. 
Linear Exponential Distribution 
The pdf of distribution is given as 
F(x) = l-exp[-(/Lx + vxV2)], 0<jc<oo (2.2.43) 
and the corresponding df is 
F(x) = l-exp[-(/Lx + vxV2)], 0<x<oo (2.2.44) 
In view of (2.2.43) and (2.2.44), we have 
f{x)^{X + vx)F(x) (2.2.45) 
Theorem 2.2.9: (Ahmad, 2008) 
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If X h a rv distributed as the df (2.2.44), then for real m, k with 
m>-l,k>l, integers r>l,J>l, the following recurrence relations: 
0>2) _ (y+2) ^AU + 2) u+i) 
r^r,n,m,k r^r-\\n,m,k / • , i \ >^/•-!;«,w,^ 
(7 + 2) A (y+i) _ J _ (y) 
(j j^\\^>',n,m,k r*r,n,m,k 
(2.2.46) 
is satisfied. 
Proof: If X has the £^(2.2.44), then we have 
-"ll,-,* = f^ V^l" VW)[F(x)f'"'/WA 
or, equivalently, from (2.2.45), 
'^ '^  - ^-^V'grk/^(^))[7^(x)]^^"'(i+H.)/(x)^ 
r*'r,n,m,k Yir^ 
0 
which can be rewritten as 
^t,.^-^y C^nx))[F{x)tdx 
^ ^ - ' 7 . /+'rr^~'. Jr +7^ix^''^: (^w)[/^(x)f ^ ^ 
y+1 
= ^e , + vO' , 
•^r,n,m,k >^r,n,m,k 
(2.2.47) 
where 
^~- r,n,m,k 
y^ 0 0 
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Cr-
44 
-1 r r-\ rr^Tj + h 
0- + l)AOo ig:(Fimnx)r'^[xn 
So, integrating by parts, using that x^^^g'^ {F{x))[F{x)f'' 
get 
= 0,we 
^r,n,m,k • ,'i\/'^r,n,m,k r^r-\;n,m,ki (2.2.48) 
Substituting from (2.2.48) in (2.2.47), we can obtain the result (2.2.46). 
Remark 2.2.12: Putting r = 1 in (2.2.46) and using /UQ.^ mk"^^' ^^ 
obtain 
0+2) _ y + 2 
r'\;n,m.k ' 
V 
1 
,0) /L 
Ti 7 + 1 
m;n,m,k (2.2.49) 
Remark 2.2.13: Putting m = 0,/: = 1 in (2.2.46), we obtain a recurrence 
relation for single moments of order statistics from the linear exponential 
distribution of the form 
//0>2)_ 0+2)^ A(7 + 2) ,j+\) 
r-r-.n rr-Y.n . , / • , i \ r-r-V.n 
v{j +1) 
U + 2) 
V 
A 0+1) 
Mr:n 
1 
.7 + 1 (« - r + 1) r*r:n 
(2.2.50) 
The recurrence relations (2.2.50) coincide with the results of Balakrishnan 
and Malik (1986). 
Remark 2.2.14: Letting v -^ Oand /I = 0in (2.2.46) and (2.2.49), we 
obtain recurrence relations for the exponential and Rayleigh distributions, 
respectively. 
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3. Moments of general class of distributions 
a) Let the general form of distribution be 
\-F{x)^[ah{x) + bf, a<x<P (2.3.1) 
where a, b and c are s.t F{a) = 0, F{P) = 1 and h{x) is a monotonic and 
differentiable function of x in the interval [a, y^ ] .then, 
1-F(x) = 777—/W ^ -^^ -^ ^ 
ca/j (x) 
Theorem 2.3.1: (Athar and Islam 2004) 
For general class of distribution given in (2.3.1) and ne N, m e 9i, 
2 < r <« . 
E[^{Xir,n,m,k)}] = E[^{X(r - l,n,m,k)}] —E[i//{X(r,n,m,k)}] 
Y,ca 
where (/^ (^ ) = \ah{x) + />], w(x) = 
(2.3.3) 
/2'(X) 
Proof: In view of equation (2.3.2) and (1.9.11), we have 
E{^{X{r,n,m,k))\ - E{^{X{r - l,«,m,;t)}] 
- ^ - l ^ ' ( x ) [ l - F ( x ) ] ^ ^ - ^ | - f ^ M ^ / ( x ) | 
Y ca (r -1)! 
X f{x)dx 
rearranging the terms, we find the result 
{r-\y/J [ cah\x) 
x^'' miF{^))dx 
^ ^ - i Hx)[l- /^(x)]^^- 'g-J(/^(x)) 
a 
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Remark 2.3.1: Recurrence relation for single moments of order statistics 
[at w = 0,A; = l)is 
E[^{X,,„)] = E[aX,_,J] - ^——EMX,J] (2.3.4) 
{n-r + \)ca 
as obtained by Ali and Khan (1997). 
th Remark 2.3.2: Recurrence relation for single moments of ^ record 
values will be 
E[aX{r,n-\,k)]] = E[^{X{r - U~\,k)]] - -^E[ii/{X{r,n-\,k)]] 
kca 
or 
E[^{X)'^)] = E[^{Xl'},)] - -^EWiX^'^)] 
kca 
where Xr* \ ' ' = 1^ 2,... \s r - th k records. 
Remark 2.3.3: For m = Oand k = a - n + {,a e5^_^,we obtain the 
recurrence relation for single moment of order statistics with non-integral 
sample size as 
E[<^(X,.,^ )] = E[^(X,__,,, )]-- ^--~EMX,.J] 
[a-r + [)ca 
Remark 2.3.4: For m = a -\, k = a ,\hQ recurrence relation of sequential 
order statistics is 
E[^{X(r,n,a - l,a)}] = E[^{X(r - \,n,a - l,a)}] 
~ ~( ^^-E[y/{X{r - \,n,a ~ l,a)}] 
a[n - r + \)ca 
Theorem 2.3.2: (Athar and Islam 2004) 
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For given distribution and n€N,m =(m2~ W3 = ---='m„_i)^31, 
2<r<n. 
(i) / , 7 ^ £ [ ^ W r -U,m,k)}] -E[^{X{r -\,n- \,m ,k))] 
_{(m + l ) ( r - l )} 
ca 
E[\i/{X{r,n,m,k)}] 
(ii) Y^E[^{X{r,n,m,k)]]-E[^{X{r-\,n-\,m ,k)}] 
E[[j/{X{r,n,m,k)}] 
ca 
Proof: Result can be estabilized in view Result 10 and equation (2.3.2). 
Case I: y.^ y .. 
Theorem 2.3.3: (Athar et al., 2004) 
For distribution given in (2.3.1) and ne N, me^,2<r<n. 
E[<^{X(r,n,m,k)}] = E[^{X(r - l,n,m,ky}] —E[i//{Xir,n,m,k)}] 
y^ca 
where 
ifj {pc) = \ah{x) ^-h^coipc), co{x)-~, . 
Proof: see reference. 
Theorem 2.3.4: (Athar and Islam 2004) 
For distribution given in (2.3.1) and yn = {jn2 = W3 = ••• = m„-
l<r<n. 
(i) y.y\E{^{X{i- - l,/7,m,/:)})] - [£(#{.Y(r -1,« - \m\k)])\ 
_2_ 
ca 
(^-1)+ Y.m 
r~\ 
7 = 1 
E{\i/{X{r,n,m,k)]\ 
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(ii) Y^[E{^{X{r,n,m,km-[E{^{X{r-\,n-\,m ,k)])\ 
= E[\i/{X{r,n,m,k))]. 
ca 
Proof: see reference. 
Remark 2.3.3: Recurrence relations for product moments of generalized 
order statistics from Pareto, Power function, Weibull, Burr type XII, beta 
of first kind and Cauchy distributions may b obtained with proper choice 
of a,b,c and h{x) as given by Khan and Abouammoh (2000). 
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b) Let the general form of the distribution 
F{x) = [ax + bf, a <x< P 
and 
X{r) Y\B \lc 
\r-
Theorem 2.3.5: (Khan et«/., 2007) 
For the distribution given in (2.3.5), 
E{XP{r,n,m,k)\^^Y.^-h) 
where /? is a positive integer and 
p-i P\ C'rX 
KU 
^r-\ 
I {k + -) r {k+-) {k + -) C.- i ' = 0 / ; ' , 7/ ' =k + - + {n-J)im + \) 
c 
J 
}--
Proof: From (2.3.6), we have 
(2.3.5) 
(2.3.6) 
(2.3.7) 
(2.3.8) 
E{XP{r,n,m,k)\^E X\B) \lc 
\J--
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fbV ( 
= {-\y 
\aj 
1 
V " j-
l/c 
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(bX P.. ..i(p\ 1 '-
=(-1/ - K-iy . -Y\E{By) 
\aj 
yi/c^ 
W b' M 
= {-\y Ml ^^  fbY P . . 
- K-iy ^ -^n 
V«y /=o \'^)b y=i 
c^^ 
v^r,+0 
= (-1)^ (bY P 
- z(-iy M. 5/^  
\^J b' 
7 = 1 
^+-
and hence the result. 
Remark 2.3.4: For order statistics(w = 0, A: = 1), we have 
a^ (=0 
fp\ 
\'J 
r(A7 + i)r(« + i + ^ - r ) 
Y{n-r + \)Y{n + \ + -) 
c 
(2.3.9) 
Remark 2.3.5: For record values (w = -1) , we have 
1 P 
E[XP{r,n-\,k)] = —-I.{-bY-' 
QP i=o 
rp^ 
\ ' j 
k 
C J 
(2.3.10) 
Similarly, single moments of order statistics with non-integral sample size 
{171 = 0,/^. =a-r + \,aEy{_^) may also be obtained. 
Examples 
(I) Power function distribution 
F{x) = \ y g - X p-a) L p-a p~a_ 
1 P 
-x + 
, a<x<p 
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here 
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jB-a jB-a 
Thus, from (2.3.7), we have 
E[XPir,n,m,k)] ={J3- aY ZC-l)' - ^ 
/=o \P-ccj 
P-' f n\ C (k) r-l 
v ' y 
C r-\ 
(2.3.11) 
If we take a -0 and ^ = 1, we have the results for uniform 
f/(0,/?) distribution as 
f r.\ 
/=o 
C (k) r - l 
V'^W-1 c 
(k+i) (2.3.12) 
as obtained by Kamps (1995). 
The p - //2 moments of order statistics (w = 0, ^ = 1) is 
; = 0 
rp\ n\ (n + i- r)\ 
\ i j (« + /)! {n-r)\ 
(2.3.13) 
£ [ X , . J = - ^ ^ , as obtained by Malik (1967). 
(^ + 1) 
The p ~th moments of record values (a/ m = -\) is 
E[XP{r,n-lk)] = pPY^{-\)' 
; = 0 
^ P Y k \ 
v'y k + i 
as obtained by Kamps (1995).and 
E[X {r,n-lk)]^pk''[k-~'' -{k+ {)-'] 
[See Grudzieh and Szynal (1983) and Nagaraja (1978)]. 
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(II) Pareto distribution 
F{x) = 
-x + 
d 
^ + 5 ^ + 5 _ 
, / i < X < G O 
here 
a = , b , c-~U 
ju + 5 /2 + 5 
Then from (2.3.7), we have 
i=0 
( Y~i 
ju + S^ 
^nA /-W P 
vO 
c r-l 
c. 
ik~-J 
(2.3.14) 
at S = 0,we have 
E[XP{r,n,m,k)] = M^ 
r ^ 
as obtained by Kamps (1995). 
The p-th moments of order statistics (w = 0, A: = 1) is 
E[XPj = u' 
, r(n-r + l-^) 
(n-r)\ r-r 1 P\ 
^ ' Yin +1 - —) 
e 
as obtained by Malik (1966). 
The p-th moments of record values (at m = -1) is 
E\XP{r.n-\k)-\^^P 
f \ 
k 
k- P 
e) 
?LndE[X (r,«,-l,/:)] = /i 
f '^ 
k 
k~ 
\ 6) 
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[See Grudzien and Szynal (1983), Nagaraja (1978) and Ahsanullah and 
Houchens(1989)]. 
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(III) Exponential distribution 
Fix) = [ax + bY 
X 
Let <3 = — , 6 = 1, then we have 
c 
lim F{yi)-e -Xx 
We have, (Athar et al, 2007) 
'-1 ^r-\\ 1 {m + \y~\r-\)\ 
Z(-i)" 
i/ = 0 V " y I r-u Urf 
y=i 
(2.3.15) 
Thus using (2.3.15) in (2.3.7), we have 
E[XP{r,n,m,k)]=^ i-^rw P(2\-P P fn^ 
c'^(m + l ) '~ ' ( r - l ) ! /=o Z(-0^"' . C (2-3.16) 
ik) 
v^y 
1 0 At c' = - = 0, (2.3.16) is of the form - as Y (-1)' 
0 t^j 
fn\ 
v^y 
= 0, 
Therefore applying L-Hospital's rule, we have 
E[X^(r,n,m,k)] = W 
p\(m + \y-'(r-l)U=o K-D' 
^P^ 
KU 
^r-\ 
X ^ ( - 1 ) " ^ '^ ^ • 
«=0 V " y (r^*;,r' (2.3.17) 
Now using the result (Ruiz, 1996) 
rrj\ 
X ( - l ) " (x-uf^nl 
u=o y^J 
(2.3.18) 
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We have. 
ik) 
E[XP{r,n,m,k)\^ {m + \y~\r-\)\ 
r - l 
X S (-1)" 
u=0 
(r-\\ 1 
V " J {ri%r •, m^ - \ 
This result was given by Kamps(1995). 
For w = 0, ^ = 1, we have 
S5 
(2.3.19) 
E[X^(r,n,m,k)]^r fn^ 
V J M = 0 V ^' / [n- r + u + \) p+\ 
(2.3.20) 
as obtained by Lieblein (1955). 
When m = -\, applying L-Hospital's rule in (2.3.19), we have 
E[XP{r,n,m,k)]^ {AyPplk' 
( r - l ) ! ( r - l ) ! 
/--I fr-\^ 
X Z (-1)" 
2/=o V " y 
,r-l {-iy-\p+\){p+2y-ip + r-\) 
Applying (2.3.18) in (2.3.21), we get 
(2.3.21) 
E[XPir,n,m,k)]=^ i^y^plk'- (p + l)(p + 2)--(p + r - l ) ( r - l ) ! ( r - l ) ! ( r - l ) ! k^^'' 
(/i)-^ r(p + r) 
(r ~ 1)! k'- , w = - l (2.3.22) 
as obtained by Kamps (1995). 
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: - l 
and E[X {r,n-\,k)\- A'' r( l + r) r ( r -1) ! k n 
[See Grudzieh and Szynal (1983), Nagaraja (1978)]. 
c) Let the general class of the distribution be 
F{x)^[ax'^ +b] , p>0,r]<x<co, (2.3.23) 
where a,b and care so chosen that F{x) is a. df over {rj,ct)). 
For m^=m2- ••• = w^_i = w, 
X(r,n,m,k) 
( r 
Y\B) \lc 
\.r 
n\/p 
(2.3.24) 
Theorein2.3.6: (Faizan and Athar, 2009) 
For the distribution given in (2.2.23) and c^  = 1,2,. 
E[X" {r,n,m,k)] = 
/^\[a/p] [a/p] J 
\ a J 
Z (-1)' 
/=0 0 
'[a/pT c. r-[ 
{k+-) 
^r-\ 
(2.3.25) 
where [alp] represent the integer part of a/p and 
(k+') r {k+^) {k+'-) / 
c 
Proof: From (2.3.24), we have 
E[X''ir,n,m,k)]=E nB)"-b 
\j--
a/ p] 
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\ a J i=o b 
([alp] 
i 
r cy j 
n ' 
, = 1C7.. + / ; = l ^ / y 
and hence the result. 
Remark 2.2.1: At /? = 1 in (2.3.25), we get 
E[X"{r^n,m,k)] = {-m 
xa 
a 
.^J /=o o 
^a^ 
vO 
C 
(k+-) 
r ^ 
as obtained by Khan et al. (2008). 
Examples 
(I) Burr distribution 
F{x) = [OxP +{]-'', 0 < x < 00 
where p-\l<^>Q and ^ in an integer. 
At a = 9,b = \ and c = -/j. in (2.3.23), we get 
E[X''{r,n,m,k)] = 
(_X\^oclp][alp] ([alp]\ d ^ l 
-w 2 (-1)' . - ^ 
c' y ,=0 V ^ y ('t—) 
r '^ 
(II) Weibull distribution 
F(x) = [ ax ' ^+6] \ /?>0, 0<x<oo. 
— /I 
Let <3 = , /? = 1, then we have 
c 
Lim F (x) = e -XxP 
C—>oo 
by an appUcation of result (Athar et al, 2009), 
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r-\ ( 
Z (-1)" 
M = 0 
r-W 
u \  J I r-u {k) 
we have 
£ [ Z " (r,«, /77, yt)] = - i - ^ ^ ^^:^-
c'^ ^^^J(w + i r ' ( r - l ) ! 
«=0 /=0 V ' y V w ; I r—u 
1 0 ["j!/^ /rtci^/p]^ 
at c = - = 0, is of the form — as 2^  (-1) 
c 0 /=o 
- 0 . 
V ' } 
Therefore applying L' Hospital rule and using the result (Ruiz, 1996), 
(2.3.26) (n\ 
11=0 yllj 
we have. 
E[X"{r,n,m,k)] (w + l) '- '(r-l)! 
x Z ( - l ) " 
11=0 
^ - - \ \ 
V " J 
1 
I r-u 
\alpY\ , m^-\ 
as obtained by Kamps (1995). 
CHAPTER III 
MOMENTS OF JOINT GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter a review of moments and recurrence relations of some 
specific and general class of distribution of joint generalized order 
statistics is given. 
Pawals and Szynal (2001 a) established recurrence relations for joint 
moments of generalized order statistics from Burr and Pareto distributions. 
Saran and Pandey (2003) established some recurrence relation satisfied by 
marginal and joint moment generating function of joint generalized order 
statistics from power function distribution. 
Athar and Islam (2004) established some recurrence relations between 
expectations of function of joint generalized order statistics from general 
class of distribution 
Athar et al. (2007) obtained the ratio and inverse moments of joint 
generalized order statistics of different order from Weibull distribution 
whereas Khan et al. (2007) obtained recurrence relations for joint 
moments of generalized order statistics from doubly truncated Weibull 
distribution. 
Ahmad (2008) established recurrence relations for product moments of 
generalized order statistics from linear exponential distribution. 
Khan et al. (2007) and Faizan and Athar (2009) obtained exact moments 
of joint generalized order statistics from general class of distribution. 
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2. Moments of Some Specific Distributions 
Burr Distribution 
Theorem 2.1: (Pawlas and Szynal, 2001a) 
For the distribution as given in (2.2.1), fix a positive integer ^ > 1. 
For neN, m&Z, \<r<n, and z,7 = 0,1,2,..., such that 
^Yr'^ > U + ^ ) 
E[X'{r,n,m,k)XJ^^{r + \,n,m,k)] 
Arr + iT-U+T) E[X' {r,n,m,k)X^ {r + ln,m,k)] 
+ ^2V±iI E[X'^''^'{r,n,m,k)] (3.2.1) 
and for \<r <s -2<n 
E[X' ir,n,m,k)X-''^^ {s,n,m,k)] 
^YsT^ - U + ^) 
E[X\r,n,m,k)XJ {s,n,m,k)] 
+ - — ^ -E{X'{r,n,m,k)XJ^'{s-\,n,m,k)] 
(3.2.2) 
Proof: Note that for \<r <s -2<n and i,J = 0,1,2,..., 
E[X'{r,n,m,k)X^^^s,n,m,k)] 
+ j3E[X'{r,n,m,k)X^{s,n,m,k)] 
( r - l ) ! ( ^ - r - l ) ! 
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X \A\-F{x)r f{x)g':!_,{F{x))I{x)dx (3.2.3) 
where 
/(x) = \y^^'-\h^{F{y))-h^{F{x))r'-\\-Fiy)y^ dy 
Integrating I{x) by parts we obtain 
I{x) = -^^[W{hrr,{F{y))-h^{F{x))r'-' 
7 + ^  
^[\-F{y)f^-'f{y)dy] 
~'-^^:^^{\y^''[h,r.iny))-h,„{nx))r'--
7 + ^  
A\-F{y)y-^''f{y)dy] 
Substituting this expression into (3.2.3) and simplifying we obtain 
(3.2.2). when5 = r + l , we have (3.2.1). 
Remark 3.2.1: Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2.1 with 
k-\,m = Q we get the relations for product moments of order 
statistics, and when m = -l we have the relations for product 
moments of A: - //z record values from a Burr distribution. 
Remark 3.2.2: Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2.1 with 
T-I,/] = A = a~ , we get the corresponding recurrence relations 
for the generalized Pareto distribution. 
E[X'{r,n,m,k)X^''\r + l,n,m,k)] 
(J +1) 
/r + l -0^(7 + 1) 
E[X'{r,n,m,k)XJ{r + Un,m,k)] 
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+ ^-^^ -E[X''^^\r,n,m,k)] 
7r + ] - « ( 7 + l ) 
and for \<r<s-2 
E{X''{r,n,m,k)X^''\s,n,m,k)] 
0>1) 
Ys - ^U +1) 
E[X'(r,n,m,k)X^is,n,m,k)] 
+ ^ E[X'{r,r2,m,k)X^^\s-l,n,m,k)] 
Ys - ^U + 1) 
Remark 3.2.3: Under the assumptions of Remark 3.2.2 we get the 
recurrence relations for the exponential distribution withpdf Q'^. 
E[X' {r,n,m,k)XJ^\r + \,n,m,k)] 
^^^^-^E[X\r,n,m,k)XJ {r + \,n,m,k)] 
Yr+\ 
+ E[X'^J^\r,n,m,k)] 
and for 1 < r < s - 2 
E[X' {r,n,m,k)X^^\s,n,m,k)] 
U +1) E[X'{r,n,m,k)X^{s,n,m,k)] 
Ys 
+ E[X'ir,n,m,k)X^^\s - \,n,m,k)] 
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Pareto distribution 
The/?(^ of distribution is given as 
fix) aa a 
a+\ 
, x> a,<j>0, a>0 (3.2.4) 
for a simple Pareto distribution we have 
xf{x) = a[\-F{x)] 
Theorem 3.2.2: (Pawlas and Szynal, 2001a) 
Fix a positive integer k>\. For neN, meZ, \<r <n, and 
i,J = 0,1,2,...,such that a /^ > s 
E[X'{r,n,m,k)X^ir + \,n,m,k)] 
(3.2.5) 
^rr+i 
ar .4-i^-(^ + 0 
E[X'^^ir,n,m,k)] 
and for \<r <s -2<n 
E[X'(r,n,m,k)X-'(s,n,m,k)]^ f l 
Proof: see reference. 
GCYj 
a/j -s 
E[X'^Jir,n,m,k)] 
Remark 3.2.4: Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2.2 with 
k = \,m = 0 we get the relations for product moments of order 
statistics, and when w = - l we have the relations for product 
moments of k - /A record values. 
Power function distribution 
Theorem 3.2.3: (Saran and Pandey, 2003) 
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For the distribution as given in {2.2 A) and \<r <s-\<n, 
n&N, meZ, i,J ~ 0,1,2,..., and a fixed positive integer k>l, 
= ^rs+\ M^x0,rr>,k)Ms,n,m,kih,tl) 
+(7+l)M^'(^«,.aU(..i,.,-,^)^^i'^2X (3.2.6) 
and, for \<r <n 
{^Yr^X -t2 + U + 1)} M%^'J,„,,klX{r^ln,m,k)^t\' tl) 
^ ^7r + \Mxir,n,m,k),X[r+\,n,m,k)^U^t2) 
~ t2Mx(r,n,m,klX{r+ln,m,k)(tl't2) 
+(7+l)M';f .„ ,„ ,4^( ,„ ,„ , , ) ( / , . /2) . (3.2.7) 
Proof: The joint moment generating flinction of X(r,n,m,k) and 
X{s + \,n,m,k) is given by 
M X{r,n,m,k),X(s + \,n,m, 
Cs \Lye''''^''[\-F{xtf{x)C{F{x)) 
( r - l ) ! (5- r ) ! - ' -^<> ' 
^[hrrr{F{y)yhmiF{x))r [\-F{y)Y-^' f{y)dydx 
(3.2.8) 
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/^ 00 
(r-l)\(s-r)\_ 
where, 
Hx) = ]e"'''''[h„{F{y))-h„(F(x))r [l-F{x)Y'*'-' f(y)dy 
X 
solving the integral in I{x) by parts and substituting the resulting 
expression in (3.2.8), we get 
M X{r,n,m,k),X{s-^\,n,m, 
= Mx{r,n,m,k),X{s,n,m,k)it\42) + (^ _ ^),(^ _ ' | ) , ^ 
^{hnmy))-hnAnx))V[^-F{y)f-^dydxl 
the constant of integration vanishes since the integral in /(x) is a definite 
integral. On using the relation (2.2.6), we obtain 
Mxi r,n,nuk),X{s + \,n,m, k)(ti,t2)=Mx{r \x{s,n,m,k)it\42) 
tl 
+ dy 
I S + 
'^X{r,n,m,klx{s+\,n,m,k)it]J2'^ 
^ M ? ; ' ^ ,xy. , Atuh) (3.2.9) 
e X[r,n,m,k),X[s + \,n,m,k)^ 1' 2 / v ' 
' 5 + 1 
Differentiating both sides of (3.2.9) / times with respect to ^jand then 
{J + 1) times with respect to /2 , we get 
"^ X{r,n,m,k),X(s + \,n,m,k)^h^t2) 
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r (v + l) 
^ x(r,n,m,k),X{s,n,m,ky<t\,t2) 
^^^X(r,n,m,k),Xis+ln,m,k)yi\'t2) 
^Ts+l 
^UJIRM'^''-'^ it t ^  
^ ^ ^^^X{r,n,m,k),X{s + \,n,m,k)\t\^t2) 
"Ys+x 
~~7~ ^x(r,n,m,klx(s+l,n,m,k)^h't2) 
e ^^^ X{r,n,m,k),X{s+\ 
'^/s+\ 
which, when rewritten gives the recurrence relation in (3.2.6). Proceeding 
in a similar manner for the case s = r, the recurrence relation given in 
(3.2.7) can easily be established. One can also note that Theorem (2.2.2) 
can be deduced from Theorem 3.2.3 by letting t^ tend to zero. 
Remark 3.2.5: Putting m = - l , in Theorem 3.2.3, we get the recuiTence 
relations for joint moment generating ftinction of the k -th upper record 
values from power ftinction distribution, which verify the result of Raqab 
and Ahsanullah (2000). 
Weibull Distribution 
Lemma 3.2.1: (Athar et al., 2007) 
For the Weibull distribution as given in (2.2.10) and non-negative 
finite integers a, b, c with m^~\ 
J,,{aAc)=^ ^ ^ \ / I^{t„tj) (3.2.10) 
p a ' c •' 
where. 
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J , / o , / , , c ) = J i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ x ' ^ ^ - ' y ^ ^ - ' [ l - F ( x ) r (3.2.11) 
1 
and 
/ , a 
t.=\ + -,^=^ 
p a + c 
Proof: From (2.2.11) and (3.2.11), we have 
Now 
i+p 
Lx ^ e dx = l{wla) ^ e ^ aw 
^ pa ^ 
if we put vv = ax^ 7^ 
Changing the order of integration, we get 
p a ^ ^' 
where t - y' 
p a ^' p 
(3.2.12) 
w 
Now put z = in (3.2.12), to get 
c + w 
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J, (a,0,c) = e 
( 2 + ^ ) 
/ + y ral{a+c) il 
^2^lHilp)^lHJ/p) IP) p ^ 
p a' c ' 
and hence the lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.2: (Athar ei al., 2007) 
For the condition as stated in lemma 3.2.1 and m^-l. 
Jj j(a,b,c) 
{m + lfiTo yl J 
/(m + l)* 
X z ( - i y , 
/=o VJ 
^<*,(/)(^/'0) 
[a + (m + l)(b - /)] ' ' [c + im + l)lp 
where 
1 , c + (m + \)l 
= 1 + 
Proof: It can be proved by expanding [h^{F{y)) - hf„{F{x))] in 
(3.2.11) binomially, after noting that 
^J^iy))- h„ {Fix)) = g^ {F{y)) - g^ [Fix)) 
m +1 
v / W + l {\-F{x))'^^'-{\-F{y)) m + \ 
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and then using the lemma 3.2.1. 
Theorem 3.2.4: (Athar et al., 2007) 
For Weibull distribution as given in (2.2.10) and 
y^,y^>l, k>l,l<r <s<n, mi^-l. 
a r,s,n,m,k 
1 c s-\ 
0) irn^X)'-Hr-ms-r-\)\ 
r-\ 
x Z ( - l ) ' 
/=0 
(r-\\ 
V ^ ; 
Jij-p\{m\X){t ^\\s -r ~\rs\ 
C. d''^'' ^Ytjtj^p 
( r - l ) ! ( 5 - r - l ) ! (w + l)" ' -
r-\s-r-\ ^^^{r-\\{s-r-\^ 
x S S (-1) 
/=0 /=0 V ^ ; 
^(^2(0^^"^7-p) 
irr-t-Ys-if^Ys-ii'' 
(3.2.13) 
where 
^ ( / ) = 1 Ys-i 
r, /--/ 
Proof: We have 
a 
i'J-p) 
r,s,n,in,k 
Q-1 
{r-\)\{s-r-\)\ 
X lk<,.«>^'^•''''['- ^ wi"/w^^"'<^w) 
>^lhJF{y))-h„(F(x))f-"\\^F(y)Y'~^f(y)dxdy 
Since 
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g;-i(F(x)) = l - i - [ l - ( l -F(x) r^ ' ] 
\m + \ 
r-\ 
1 '^\ ,^ / fr-\~) 
im+iy-\=Q — S(-iy [l-F(x)](--^>' V * y 
Therefore in view of (2.2.12), we have 
a 
i'J-p) _ 
r,s,n,m,k 
c s~\ 
{r-\)\{s-r-\)\0\m^\) r~\ 
1 /r-n 
xZ(-iy 
/=0 V ^ J lk<v..^"' >' fl-^ W^ 
l(m + l)0+l) 
Lr<>'<oo 
Thus the theorem is proved by an application of lemma 3.2.1 and 
lemma 3.2.2. 
Remark 3.2.6: At m = 0 and k = \, the product moment of order 
statistics is: 
a (''^ -/') = c_.„^'''"'^^V/,.n r^s.n ^r.s.n ' J-P 
x S Z (-1) 
/=o /=o 
t+i -\\(s-r-\\ 
K ' ) 
^Mi)ih^^j~p) 
(s-r + t-1)'' {n-s + \ + l)''-P 
where, 
C, n\ 
r,s.n (r-\)\(s~r-\y.{n-s)\ 
and 
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^ 3 ( 0 - 1 - n-s+l+\ 
as obtained by Ali and Khan (1996). 
Remark 3.2.7: As m->-\ in (3.2.13), the moment of k-th record value 
is given by 
a 
i'J'P) _ 
r,s,n,~\,k 
1 •5,V/+0-3 
(r-iy.is-r-iyXk r(/,-+ / • + 5 - 3) 
s-r- -1 ,(s-r-\^ 
/=0 / i+p(r+l-l) 
Remark 3.2.8: At z" = 0 and j = p in (3.2.13), we get an identity 
r-\ s~r-\ 
Z Z (-1) 
/=0 /=0 
/+/ ^ r - 0 
V ^ ; 
fs-r-\^ 1 
irs-i)irr-t) J V/5 
(m + l ) ' ~ - ( r - l ) ! ( 5 - r - l ) ! 
C 5 - 1 
Doubly Truncated Weibull Distribution 
Theorem 3.2.5: (Khan et al., 2007) 
For Weibull distribution as in (2.2.26) l<r <s <n-\, me^l, n>2 and 
^ = 1,2,---
E[X\r,n,m,k), X^{s,n,m,k)\ - E[X'{r,n,m,k), X-'{s - ln,m,k)] 
= -Pj K^ {E[X'{r,n - lm,k + w), X^ {s,n -\,m,k + m)] 
- E[X'(r,n- \,m,k + m),X^{s -\,n-\,m,k + m)]} 
+ -^—E[X\r,n,m,k), X^'^{s,n,m,k)] 
FYs 
(3.2.14) 
where. 
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K,= C._2 
i - 1 
c (n-\,k + tn 5-2 
) = n Ti \ (n-\) 
= \\yi +m 
/ / 
Proof: In view of Athar and Islam (2004), we have 
E[X'{r,n,m,k\ XJ{s,n,m,k)]-E[X\r,n,m,k), XJ{s -\,n,m,k)] 
C s-\ 
r,{r-\)\{s-r-\)\ J 
X ^^ jp x^y^-\F{x)rf{x)g'^-\F{x)) 
X IKiHy)) - KiFixW-'-'lFiy)]'^ dydx 
Now using (2.2.29) in (3.2.15), we get 
C j - i 
/ , ( r - l ) ! ( 5 - r - l ) ! J 
(3.2.15) 
g;j;'xv^-'[i^(x)r/(x)gr'(F(^)) 
x[h,niny))-hm{F{x))r'-'\F{y)\ 
x\-P2+-y^-Pf{y)\dydx 
i r . - i 
= - A 
C 5 - 1 
r(r-\)\{s-r-\)\ J 
f^i f/'i I 
^^^f; x'y>-\F{x)r f{x)g:;\F{x)) 
X [K, {F{y)) - /7„, (F(x))]^- ' - l [F(j.)]^^ ^^  4^^^^ 
+ 
C 5 - 1 r^i f/'i . ; 
pr,(r-\)\(s-r~\) r~iw^J b\ V ^'y'''in^rg:;\F(x)) 
[hJF(y))-h„,{F{x))r'-^[F{y)Y^~'f{x)f[y)dydx 
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= -P2 ^ - 2 
( r - l ) ! ( ^ - r - l ) ! 
xy g f' x'y^'\F{x)rf{x)g',;\F{x)) 
X [^.(i^(y))- K{Fim'-'-'lFiy)]'' dy dx 
P7s 
where, 
and hence the result. 
Remark3.2.9: At/? = 1,Q = 0,P = 1, s = r + l andy^J + l, 
Theorem 3.2.5 reduces to 
E[X\r,n,m,k), XJ^\r + \,n,m,k)] 
- E[X'{r,n,m,k), X^^\r,n,m,k)] 
y + 1 
•E[X'{r,n,m,k), X^(r + \,n,m,k)] 
Yr + X 
Or 
£[jr'(r,«,m,yt), Jr^^'(r + l,«,w,/t)] 
= ^ ^E{X'{r,n,m,k), X^{r + \,n,m,k)] 
^E\X'^J^\r,n,m,k)\ 
which is the result given by Pawals and Szynal (2001 a) for the non-
truncated exponential distribution. 
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Remark 3.2.10: Recurrence relations between product moments of order 
statistics {m-0,k = l)is 
£(^<;Vi)-£{4'{?,:„) 
n- s + \ 
p{n-s + \) 
as A1 = 
« - 5 + 1 
and y^ =n~ s + \ for m = 0, A: = 1. 
wliich is the relation obtained by Khan et al. (1983 b). 
Linear Exponential Distribution 
Theorem 3.2.6: (Ahmad, 2008) 
For the distribution as as given in (2.2.43) and j,l = 0,1,..., the following 
recuiTence relations hold 
(i) for integers r <n-l 
(jJ+2) ^ iJ+f.+2) 
r^ r,i+\;n,m,k r^r,n,m,k 
i + 2 ^ 
+ 
vy r'^r,r+\;n,m,k C ^^ ^^r,r + \;n,m,k ^r,n,m,k' 
(3.2.16) 
(ii) for integers s>r + \, 
(jJ: + 2) _ (j.f + 2) 
^ r .s:n,m,k r'- r.s-\:n, m, k 
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+ 
i + 2 
vy r^r,s;n,m,k f 4.] ^r,s,n,m,k r^ r,s-V,n,m,k^ 
(3.2.17) 
Proof: From equation (1.8.4), we obtain for 1 < r < 5 
,0'.^) c A^:;:;™..-F^;^F^lf-V'/W[i-FW]' 
X [h„ (F(y)) ~ h„ (F(x))r'-' g''~\F(x))[\-F(y)f'-'f(y)dydx 
(~' °° —I 
(3.2.18) 
where, 
s-r-X B(x) = iy[hminy))-hm(n^))r [i - ny)Y'~\f(y)dy 
making use of (2.2.45) we can write 
(3.2.19) 
where 
JA^)= \y[hm{Hy)hhm{nx))r''\l - F{y)Y^-'dy 
s-r-\, f. + \. 
+ 1 
UrniFiy)hhJF{x))r-'[\-F{y)Y^My'n 
Integrating by parts, we have for 5 = r +1 
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1/ 00 ' + 1 
and for >s > r +1 , 
7, W = j ^ J^'" [/;™(^(>'))-/;„(^W)r""'[i - F(y)f'-'f(y)dy 
s - r - \ 
i + \ 
\/''[hrrr{F{y))-hm{F{x))r~\\-F{y)Y-^-'Ry)dy. 
(3.2.21) 
substituting from (3.2.20), (3.2.21) in (3.2.19), and then in (3.2.18), we 
have, after simplifications, the recurrence relations (3.2.16) and (3.2.17). 
Remark 3.2.11: Putting r = \ in (3.2.16), we obtain 
(jJ.+2) _ {j+i+2) ^ + 2 
^\.2\n.m.k ~ f^\.n.m.k ^ 
vy. 
^\2\n.m.k n , i \M\.2;>u7i.k ^'•\,n.in.k . 
Remark3.2.12: Putting m = 0,k^\ in (3.2.16) and (3.2.17), we obtain the 
recurrence relations for product moments of ordinary order statistics of the 
linear exponential distribution in the form 
^rj-+V.n ^r.n ,.(,^ „ \ f^r,r+\:n ^ , i {Mr.r+V.n ^^r:n 
v{n- r) 
i+i+\) 
(3.2.22) 
and 
Mr 
{j-(+2)_ ,,U^t+2) ^ ('- + 2 ( ijj) A{n-s + l)l u,(+i) U.M) 
^r,s:n P A _ \ [r^r.s.n r^r,s-\:n ,s:n K.s-V.n + v{n- r) 
(3.2.23) 
Letting v -^ 0 and /I = 0 in (3.2.22) and (3.2.23) we obtain results 
for exponential and Rayleigh distributions. 
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Remark 3.2.13: Putting m = -\,k>\ in (3.2.16) and (3.2.17), we 
obtain the recurrence relations for product moments of upper 
A: -records of the linear exponential distribution in the form 
, M 2 ) - „0+^+2)^ i + 2 
+ Vk 
AJJ) . 
M{r,r+\;k) 
U 
i + ]\M{r,r+\;kr M{r,k) . 
(3.2.24) 
and 
' \M{r,s;k)~ M{r,s:k) - /^{r,s-\-k) 
vk /^{r,s;k)- U\ ^{r,s-\;k). 
(3.2.25) 
When ^ = 1 in (3.2.24) and (3.2.25), these results reduce to Raqab 
(2001) results for the uniform random variables. 
3. Moments of general class of distribution 
Case I: ; ,^ = ^2 == - = w„-i = m. 
Theorem 3.3.1: (Athar and Islam, 2004) 
For distribution given in (2.3.1) and neN, meR, 
\<r <s <n-\. 
E[^{x(r,n,m,k),X(s,n,m,k)}]- E[^{x{r,n,m,k),X(s - \,n,m,k)}] 
1 
rca 
- E[i//{x{r, n, m, k), X{s, n, m, k)]] (3.3.1) 
d 
i//(x,y)=[ah(y)+b]^ 
^(^,y) 
h(y) 
Proof: see reference. 
Remark 3.3.1: Under the assumption given in Theorem 3.3.1 with 
k = l,m = 0,v/Q get the recurrence relations for product moments of 
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order statistics (Ali and Khan, 1998) and at m--\; we have the 
recurrence relations for product moments of J^^^ record values. 
CaseII: y-^y • 
Theorem 3.3.2: (Athar and Islam, 2004) 
For distribution given in (2.3.1) and for k, 
neN ,m =[mi ,m^,...,mn-i) edl, \<r <s <n-\. 
E[i^{x{r,n,m,k),X{s,n,m,k)]]- E[^{x{r,n,m,k),X{s -\,n,m,k)}] 
= E[i//{x{r,n,m,k),X{s,n,m,k)]] 
y^ca 
Proof: see reference. 
Remark 3.3.2: For ^{x,y)- ^J^y), Theorem 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 reduce to 
Theorem (2.3.1) and (2.3.3) respectively. 
Remark 3.3.3: Recurrence relations for product moments of 
generalized order statistics from Pareto, Power flinction, Weibull, 
Burr typ Xlle, beta of first kind and Cauchy distributions may b 
obtained with proper choice of a,b,c and h{x)2LS given by Khan 
and Abouammoh (2000). 
Theorem 3.3.3: (Khan et aL, 2007) 
For distribution given in (2.3.5) 
E[XP{r,n,m,k).X^s,n,m,k)] =(-1)^^^ 
\aj 
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{k + -) 
u=Q v=0 b \U J v^y (A+-) {k+—) 
^s-\ ^r-\ 
(3.3.2) 
where p and q are positive integers. 
Proof: In view of (2.3.6), we have 
E{XP{r,n,m,k)X'^{s,n,m,k)] 
" ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ <Wkk 
{U r 
1/c 
{^( s 
> < — 
a 
l/c 
M 
UB-b 
\J'-
- ( -1) 
= (-1) 
p+q f b ] p+q \p f ^ , yi 
b j=i 
p+q\ bY^' 
a) 
p <? 
z/=0 v=0 
u + v 
fp\ 
v"/ 
^?^ 
v^y ^ j=\ j=r + \ 
= (-1) 
P <7 
_n/'+'7 f -1 p+^ 
x s Z(-iy"^ 
«=0 v=0 
,p+q 
V 
1 r cr,- s cy: 
= (-1) p+q\ 
a 
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p q 
xS S(-l) 
11=0 v=0 
u+v 
v«y 
9 
W 
1 7 = 1 
n r) (A) 
j = r+\ 
j=\ j=r+\ 
and hence the result. 
Remark 3.3.4: For order statistics (w = 0, A: = 1), we have 
E[XP„X:{J^{-\) p+q (bY"' n\ P I, ,,„,, 1 (PY^^ 
\aj E Z(-i)' v ^ ; 
r(n + \ + --s) r{n + 1 + r) 
c c 
r(A7 +1 + - - r) r(« +1 + — ) 
c c 
Remark 3.3.5: For record values(m = -1), we have 
E\XP{r,n,-^\^k).X'^{s,n-\k)\ 
= (-1) p+q 
p '/ 1 
11 = 0 v = 0 
II+ V 
V^ 
^Uj 
f ^ 
k 
V c J 
k + 
c 
k + u + v 
c J 
Similarly, product moments of order statistics with non-integral sample 
size {m = 0, k = a - r + \, a e'^yi^) may also be obtained. 
Examples 
(i) Power function distribution 
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F{x) 1 J^ 
-x + p-a P-a 
, a<x<f3 
Here 
a = — : , b = ~ and c = 6. 
P-a p-a 
From (3.3.2), we have 
p 1 
=P''"J: I(-I) 
11 = 0 v=0 
H+V P-a 
V /^ J 
p 
yllj 
Product moment of two order statistics {m = 0, k -\) is 
^[^r:n^s:n] 
= ( _ ! ) / ' + <? ^ / ' + ^  
{n-s)\^,=Q v=o P \ h> J 
q 
T{n+\ + ~-s)Y{n + \ + ^^^^ - r) 
e e 
r(« + i + - -r )r (« + i + ^^^) 0 e 
(3.3.3) 
Taking a = 0 and ^ = 1 in (3.3.3), we have the results for uniform 
t/(0,y(9)distribution as 
E{xj:.,„.xij = {-\Y-^pp^^ n\ I P <? 
(n -5 ) ! , „o v=o 
K + V 'P\ 
r(/i + I + V - s)Y{n + 1 + (M + v) - r) 
r ( « + 1 + V - r)Y{n + 1 + w + v) (3.3.4) 
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For /^ = 1 (3.3.4) becomes 
E[X,.,, .X , J = '[[''^\^ as given by Malik (1967). (« + l)(« + 2) 
Product moments of two record values (m = -1) is 
P ^ ( B - aX^" ( p\( Q\ 
_ op+q Y v / n"+^ !_ ^ " 
M=0 v=0 \ CIC ) yUj \^J 
X 
f ^ 
k /t + 
V 
Z-^  + V 
V 0 
(II) Pareto distribution 
F(x) fjU + S 
x + S J 
1 ^ 
jU + S jU + S 
, /J < X <cc 
Here 
a = , 6 7 and c = -6 
lu + 5 /u + 5 
E[X P ir,n,m,k).X^s,n,m,k)] 
x l Z(-l) 
;/=0 v=0 
1/+V 
r ..^^\''+Vr,\rn\ rC"^ r^'' 9^ ld + 5\ 
yUj 
^S-\ ^r-\ 
\^J 
^s-\ ^r-\ 
(3.3.5) 
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Taking ^ = 0 in (3.3.5), we have 
E[X ^ {r,n,m,k). X'^ {s,n,m,k)] = /j - ,,P+i + q ^s-\ ^r-\ 
^s-X ^r-\ 
Product moment of two order statistics (i.e. m = 0 ,k = \) is 
P V^ 1- ,,P+'3 E[XP,^.Xl^] = ^ Hn + i) e e 
^ ' \\n^\- — -r)V{n-\-\-- A 
9 6 
as obtained by Huang (1975) and 
EV^r:n-^s:n\-^ 
1 2 
2 r(;7 + l) ^ 9 6 
r ( « + i - 5 ) T /^ , 1 i X T - / , ! 2 
9 9 
as obtained by Malik (1966). 
Product moments of two record values {m--X) is 
E\XP{r,n-\,k).X'^{s,n-\,k)\ 
( y 
p 9 
X I S(-i) u + v 
fu + S 
5 
"^'fp\ 
\ O J yUy V 
I 9 
9 
, u + v 
X 
V 9 
(III) Exponential distribution 
F(x) = [ax + bf 
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X 
Let a = — , /) = 1, then we have 
c 
lim F{x)-e 
C->oo 
-Xx 
E\XP{r,n,m,k).X'^{s,n,m,k)\ 
( 1 ^ 
yXc' J 
p+q p q 
E Z(-i) 
M=0 V=0 
fr,'\fn\ Mk) /^{k + vc') 
n+v p ^s-\ ^r~\ q 
^]Mk+vc') Mk+(u + v)c') 
( 1 XP'^'i 
yXc') 
C (k) 
p q 
xE Z(-i) 
;/=0 v=0 
ll + V fp\ 
yUj 
fq^ 
v^y 
1 
n Y 
/•=/• + ! 
{k + vc') r-( (k + (u + v)c') 
7=1 
We have (Athar et al., 2007). 
s-r-
Z (-1)' 
/=0 
^s-r-\^ 1 (^fri + \y''"\s-r-\)\ 
I S~l n r 
7 = r + l 
Thus in view of (2.3.15) and (3.3.6), we have 
E[X f" {r,n,m,k).X'> {s,n,m,k)] 
(3.3.6) 
f ^ \P"'^I 
yXc ) 
.(k) p q 
11 = 0 v = 0 
f^\ 
\^J 
X 
(m + \y~'-'(s-r-l)l 1=0 z (-ly 
f 
s - r 
\\ 
(k + vc) 
I s-i 
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(m + iy-\r-\)\~o 
1 
V ' J 
(kHu+v)c') 
/r-i 
( \ \ 
\Xj 
p+q 
c s i i(-ir" i^^  
M=0 V = 0 U 
fr.\ 
\^J 
{m + \y-''-\s-r-l)\ 
s-r-\ 
X Z (-1)' 
/=0 
("^-r-A 
I ' J 
-1 
{m + \y--\r-\)\~o Z ( - i ) ' 
^-n[r;w+(" + v)^ T 
V ' ; -,'p 
(3.3.7) 
Applying L-Hospital's rule and taking c' -^ 0 in (3.3.7), we have 
E{XP {r,n,m,k).X'' {s,n,m,k)\ 
(1 y ^ ^ 
\Xj 
1 
v5-2 (w + l ) ' ' ^ ( 5 - r - l ) ! ( r - l ) ! 
f^1 f ^\ 
\^J 
s-r-\ 
Z (-1)' 
( = 0 
{s-r-\\{-\yq\{yf].]-'f-'v'' 
X Z ( - i ) ' 
/=0 
(r-\\ 
\ ' J 
(-i)V![rSr^"'(" + v)^  (3.3.8) 
Using (2.3.18) in (3.3.8), we have 
E[XP{r,n,m,k).X'>{s,n,m,k)] 
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f ^\P^^ 
\A.j 
c!*! M 
^s-2 (w + i r " ^ ( 5 - r - l ) ! ( r - l ) ! 
X 
^-j;-i :(s-r-\^ 
I (-1)' 1 {k).q+\ [rt\] 
r-\ fr-
K-D' 
_/=0 V ^ 
-A 
J 
1 
(k).p+l [r'r-]] 
m^ —\ (3.3.9) 
For w = - 1 , (3.3.9) can be written as 
E[XP{r,n,m,k)X''{s,n,m,k)\^\ 'i_y^' __ c^'X p\q\ 
X {s-r-\)\{r-X)\ 
Z (-1)' 
/=o 
(s-r-\^ [k + {n-s + i)im + \)r^''^^^ 
(m + \) s-r-\ 
X 
r-l f 
Z(-i)' 
/ = 0 
r - \\k-^{n - r + i){m + l)]-(^+'> 
(w + 1) r - l 
(3.3.10) 
Applying L-Hospital's rule in (3.3.10), we have 
E\XP{r,n,m,k).X'^{s,n,m,k)\ 
f \ \ 
\X ) 
'"' C^'\ p\q\ 
( 5 - r - l ) ! ( r - l ) ! Z (-1)' /=0 
fs~r-'^ 
(-1) s-r-\ ,-ic, + \)-{s-r-\) v ^ - r - l {n-s + iy'''' {q + \){q + 2)...{q + s - r-\) 
{s-r-\)\ 
E(-iy 
; = 0 
fr-\\ 
V ' J 
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( _ i y - i ^-(P+i)-(/-l)(„ _ ^ + ^y-1 ( ^ + i ) ( ^ + 2). . .( /? + r - 1) 
( r - l ) ! 
(3.3.11) 
Using (2.3.18) in (3.3.11), we have 
E[XP {r,n,m,k).XHs,n,m,k)] 
(lY+^C^l\T{p + r)Tiq + s-r) .^ 
\Xy {s-r-\)\ir-\)\ 
j^-{p+q+s) 
At q -0 ,v/Q get the result for single moments as obtained in (2.3.19). 
Theorem 3.3.4: (Faizan and Athar, 2009) 
For the distribution given in (2.3.23), 
EiX"" (r,n,m,k)X^ {s,n,m,k)] = ^ - Z , ^ f 
«+/?n 
y a J 
[alp] [(51 p] f 
w=0 v=0 u-y-v 
[cclp]\ ([PIp]^ Cf\c^_ 
u 
V 
c 
1 
» + v. 
C c n c 
^s-\ ^r-\ 
(3.3.12) 
where [alp] and [pip] are the integer parts of alp and pip 
respectively. 
Proof: We have from (2.3.24), 
E{X" {r,n,m,k)X\s,n,m,k)] 
ra + P (_kf~~-Halp] [pip] 
— ' S S (-1) 
\ '^ J u=0 v=0 
/ 
Jl + V [a/p] 
U J 
[pip] 
^ J u + v 
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cy, 
n 
cy J xfl-
\ <^ J u=o v=o V " y 
n/r , - . n r) 
1 y=i j=r+\ 
(k) 
J n r y 
7 = j=r + \ 
and hence the resuh. 
Remark3.3.6: At p=\ in(3.3.12), we get 
E[X"{r,n,m,k)X^{s,n,m,k)]={~\)"^^ 
/i\a+P 
\aj 
a P 
11=0 v=0 
+ v (^)[J3] 
u+v yUj 
n{k) (^ c 
u + v _ 
y J {k+^) {k+ ) 
'-s-l ^r-\ 
as obtained by Khan et al. (2008). 
Examples 
(I) Burr distribution 
F{x) = [exP +\Y^, 0<x<oo 
where p = 1 / <^  > 0 and ^ in an integer. 
Here a^O,b-\ and c = -/*', 
From (2.3.23), we have 
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EiX"" ir,n,m,k)X^ {s,n,m,k)] = 
9 1 Z (-1)' 11=0 v=0 
1 ([cc/p]] ([^/pT] M' 
u+v V " / 
flrf h /r 
j=r + \ J 
K ^ J r (^-^) . (^--) 
j=i j=r+\ 
(II) Weibull distribution 
F(x) = [ax^+Z)f 
here a = — , b- 1 
c 
and c'= >0, 
c 
then E{X"{r,n,m,k)X'^{s,n,m,k)] = 
( 1 \ l J 
\Xc') 
X [«£.) [/|,/'i^_j^„,,r[«//'n rw/pn 
M=0 V=0 V " J V •^  y 
1 
(A: + vc') T-T {A; + (i(+v)c' n rr 'nr 7 
/=r+l y=l 
In view of the relation (Athar et al, 2009), 
5- / -
Z (-0' 
/=0 
s - r s - r - l 1 im + \y^'~\s-r-\)\ 
V ^ y r S n r 
J = r + \ 
(k) 
E[X" {r,n,m,k)X^ (s,n,m,k)] 
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.a+p 
f i t ^ \ik)K'^^^lP\ ..u.Jl^ip] 
\^ J 
cf\ Z Z (-1)' 
z/=0 v=0 V " J 
\PIP]^ 
V J 
{m + \y-''-\s-r-\)\ ~o Z (-1)' 
^-^-n[r?-r''^r 
'[pip] 
X Z(-i)' . ^^'-' ^ {m + \y-\r-\y.~Q V ' J '[alp] 
Taking the limit and using the relation (2.3.26), we get 
E[X" {r,n,m,k)X'^ {s,n,m,k)] 
f - 1 f ' r ^ C ! [alp]\ {pipy. 
.5-2 (w + ir"^ {s-r-\y\r~\y. 
X Z (-1)' 
/=0 
•.{s-r-\\ 1 
(*)i[^//']+i \yt^^ 
X 
A - - 1 
Z(-i)' 
/=0 
(r-y 
I ' J 
1 
{k).{alp\+\ [r^-^] 
m ^ i - l 
CHAPTER IV 
MOMENTS OF DUAL GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter, a review of some moments and recurrence relations of 
single and joint lower generalized order statistics (Igos) for some specific 
and general class of distribution is given. 
Pawlas and Szynal (2001 b) introduced the concept of dual (lower) 
generalized order statistics (Igos) and gave the recurrence relations for 
single and product moments of lower generalized order statistics (Igos) 
from inverse Weibull distribution. The work of Burkchat et al. (2003) 
may also be referred for dual (lower) generalized order statistics. 
Athar et al. (2008 b) established the some recurrence relations between 
expectation of function of single and joint lower generalized order 
statistics from a general class of distribution F{x) = [ah(x) + bf. whereas 
Khan et al. (2009) obtained single and joint moments of lower 
generalized order statistics (/ gos) from a general class of distribution 
Fix) = [ax + bf. 
Athar et al. (2009) established the simple expression for single and 
product moments of lower generalized order statistics from power 
function distribution. 
Khan and Kumar (2010) obtained some moments and recurrence relations 
for single and product moments of lower generalized order statistics 
from an exponential Pareto distribution. 
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Athar and Faizan (2011) obtained explict expressions for single and 
product moments of lower generalized order statistics from power 
function distribution [generalized uniform distribution (Proctor, 1987)]. 
2. Single Moments of Dual Generalized Order Statistics 
a) Let the general form of the distribution 
F{x)^[ah{x) + bY ,a<x<p (4.2.1) 
where a, b and c are such that F(a) = 0, F{/^) = 1 and h{x) is monotonic 
and differentiable function of X is the interval [a,j3] . 
then 
f(x) = ach\x)[ah{x) + bf'~^ 
and 
F „ = '^MiLiJ^ /W (4.2.2) 
ach {x) 
Lemma 4.2.1: 
For 2<r<n, n>2 and k - 1,2,.... 
Case I: w,=W2= ... =w„_i= m 
= " 7 ^ i^(^)[^ - ^^^^3"^ s''.liF{x))dx (4.2.3) 
Proof: We have 
E[aX\r,n,m,k)]] - E[^{X'{r - \,n,m,k))] 
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X {rrgr,^{F{x)) - (r - \){F{x)r'' ]dx (4.2.4) 
Let 
v(x) = [F(x)]^^g^-j(F(x)) (4.2.5) 
Then 
v'(x) = [F{x)Y^-' g ' '1(F(x))/(x)[/ ,g^(F(x)) -{r- \){F{x)r'' ] 
Thus from (4.2.4) 
C P 
Emx\r,n,m,k)}'\-E[^{X\r-\,n,m,k)}] = -^\^\x)v{x)dx 
(4.2.6) 
Now integrating in (4.2.6) by part and using the value of v (x) from 
(4.2.5), we get have result. 
Lemma 4.2.2: 
For 2<r <n, n>2 and k = 1,2,... 
i)E[^{X\r-l,n,m,k)}]~E[^{X'(r-\,n-\,m,k)}] 
ii) E[^{X\r,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X'ir-\,n-l,m,k)}] ^ ^ j^'(x) [F{x)f^g'-^iF{x))dx 
r-\ 
where ci% = 11 [^  + (« - 0( w + 1)] 
Proof: Proof is easy. 
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Theorem 4.2.1 : 
For the given distribution in (4.2.1) and neN, w e ^ l , 2<r<n. 
E{^{X\r,n,m,k)]]^E[^{X\r-\,n,m,k)]] ^—E[if/{x\r,n,m,k)]] 
Y^ca 
(4.2.7) 
where ^(x) = {ah{x) + b] w{x), 
and w{x) = £ ^ 
h\x) 
Proof; In view of (4.2.2) and (4.2.3), we have 
E[^{X\r,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X\r-\,n,m,k)}] 
^ - V(.)[l-F(x)]^-'j^M^/(.)! 
( r - l ) ! j [ cah\x) 
^g''t{F{x))dx 
= E[ip{X {r,n,m,k)]] 
Y^ca 
and hence the result. 
Remark 4.2.1: For m-^ and k = \, the recurrence relation for dual 
(lower) generalized order statistics reduces to the recurrence relation of 
ordinary order statistics as 
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^[^(^.-r.l:« )] - £[^(^«-..2:« )] T"^ ^ ^[^(^«-..l:« )] 
ca{n - r + 1) 
as obtained by Ali and Khan (1997). 
Remark 4.2.2: The recurrence relation for single moments of k-th lower 
records will be 
E[^{X{r,n-\M] = E[^{X{r-\,n-\,k))]-^E[ii/{X{r,n-\,k)]] 
kca 
Remark 4.2.3: For m-Q and A: = a - /7 + l,«G9]_^.,we obtain the 
recurrence relation for single moments of order statistics with non 
integral sample size as 
E[^i^a-r.V.a )] = ^ [ ^ ( ^ a - . . 2 : a )] 7—^ ^ ^ [ ^ ( ^ a - . . l : a )] • 
ca{a - r + 1) 
Remark 4.2.4: For m = a-\ and A: = a , we obtain the recurrence 
relation for sequential order statistics as 
E[^{X{r,n,a~\,a)}] = E[^{X{r-\,n,a-\,a)]] 
; -E[y/{X{r,n,a -\,a))]. 
caa{n - r +1) 
Theorem 4.2.2: 
For the given distribution and ne N, we9^, 2<r<n, 
i)E[<^{X'ir~\,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X'(r-l,n-\,m,k)]] 
(w + l ) ( r - l ) 
u)E[^{X\r,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X\r-\,n-l,m,k)}] 
E[i//{X {r,n,m,k)}] 
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E{[i/{X {r,n,m,k)]] 
y.ca 
Proof: Result can be established in view of lemma 4.2.2 and (4.2.2). 
Theorem 4.2.3: 
For the given distribution and 2<r <n, n>2, 
m ={m2,m2,...,m„_^)e)R, k = \,2,... 
\)E[^{X'(r,n,ffi,k)]]~E[<^{X'{r-ln,m,k)}] 
y ca 
ii) E[^{X\r - ln,m,k)}] - E[^{X\r -\,n- \,m\k))] 
r~\ 
( r - l ) + Y.mj 
= '^^^^E[^{X\r,n,m,k)]] 
yj,.ca 
m)E[^{X\r,n,m,k))]-m{X\r-\,n-\,m\k)}] 
1 
Yr ca 
E[i//{X ir,n,m,k)}] 
Proof: Result can be established on the line of Theorem 4.2.1 and 
Theorem 4.2.2. 
Examples 
i) Inverse Weibull distribution 
F{x) = e-^''''^\x>O,p,0>O. 
We have a = \,b = 0,c = \ 
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and h{x)^e'^^'"^' 
Let ^(;c)=x^+',then 
\f/{x) = [ah{x) + b] w{x) = ilix^'^^"*"'. 
Thus from relation (4.2.7), we have 
E[X'J^\r,n,m,k)\^E[^{X'J^\r-\,n,m,k)]] 
as obtained by Pawlas and Szyal (2001). 
ii) Power function distribution 
F{x) = ?rPxP,0<x<X 
here we have a ~ AT^ ,b = 0,c = 1 
and h{x) = x^ 
Let^(x) =xJ^', then (//(x) = ^—iL^xJ"-^ 
P 
Therefore, from relation (4.2.7), we get 
E[X''^\r,n,m,k)\^E[X'J^\r-\,n,m,k)] 
-^E[X'J''\r,n,m,k)\. 
YrP 
iii) Pareto distribution 
F(x) = l - r^x^ , /L<:c<oo 
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Wehavea = - r ^ , ^ = l ,c = l 
and h{x) = x'P and ^{x) =x^^' 
Therefore, ii/{x)=^'^^ ^^Kj"-' - /±lx-^^^^' 
P P 
E[X'J''\r,n,m,k)]-E{X'J^\r-\,n,m,k)'\ 
YrP 
iv) Burr type III 
here a = 6,b-\,c = -X 
and h{x) = x'^ 
Let ^(x) =xJ^^ then, 
P P 
Thus from relation (4.2.7), we have 
E[X'J'-\r,n,m,k)]- Ei^iX'^-'ir -\,n,m,k))] 
-^^E{X'J^\r,n,m,k)] 
YrP^ 
-^^E[X^^P^\r,n,mM. 
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Similarly several recurrence relation based o Theorem 4.2.1 and Theorem 
4.2.2 and theorem 4.2.3 can be established with proper choice of a,bond 
h{x). 
h) F{x) = {ax + b]\ a<x<p (4.2.8) 
and 
^dir)-- UBf-b (4.2.9) 
Theorem 4.2.4: (khan et ai, 2009) 
For the distribution given in (4.2.8) and any non-negative finite integer/? 
1 P E[XP{r,n,m,k)] = — J^{-b) p-i 
QP /=O 
fp^ 
v 'y 
c (k) (4.2.10) 
^r-\ 
Proof: see reference. 
Remark 4.2.5: For order statistics(/w = 0, A: = 1), we have 
1 P E(^L.l:n) = — U-b) p-l 
aP ;=o 
r(A7 + i)r(« + i + - - r ) 
r (« -r + i)r(« + i + -) 
c 
Remark 4.2.6: For lower records(m = -1) , we have 
1 P 
E{XP,{r,n-\M- — i:{-hY-' 
QP i=o 
fp^ 
v'y 
k 
V c J 
Examples 
i) Power function distribution 
F{x)^ a <x < p 
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1 a Here « = — ,b = —: and c = ^ , then 
P-a f5-a 
E[XP{r,n,mM = {P-ccYY. 
a P ^r-\ 
v ' y 
c„ 
(^+:;) 
Taking cr = 0, we get 
E[XP{r,n,m,k)] = ^ ' ^ ^ 
and using (2.3.15) we have at a -0, 
E[XPir,n,m,k)] 
Pr^k) P'C) r-\ 
( w + !)'•"'(r-l)!»=o 
K-D" 
f,_X\ 
\. " / (A.^-) 
r.-/ 
as obtained by Athar et al. (2007). 
ii) Pareto distribution 
F{x) ^ ^5-P^ 
\S-x J 
, - 00 <X < p 
1 /> 
here a , b = — and c --6 5-P 5-p 
Therefore 
E{XP{r,n,mM = {5-PYY.^-\i 
iii) Reflected exponential distribution 
F{x)^e^\ - o o < x < 0 
5 
KS-P, 
p-' f \ I p\ C (k) r-\ 
\' J 
^r-\ 
Here fit = — , h-\ and c ^ oo 
c 
Following the steps of example (iii) in Section 2, we have 
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E[X^{r,n,m,k)\ Wp\Cf\ r-\ 
{m + \Y-\r-\)\ 
r-\ 
M = 0 
(r-\\ 
V " J (r«r^ -, W 9 ^ - l 
and 
E\X\{r,n,m,k)\ = , m =-I 
Power function distribution 
The pdf of distribution is given as 
f{x) = pv'P xP'^ \ 0<x<v,v>0 
= 0, otherwise 
and the corresponding distribution function {df) is 
F{x)=^v~P xP\0<x<v, v>Q) 
For Power function distribution, we have 
(4.2.11) 
(4.2.12) 
F{x)^-f{x) 
P 
(4.2.13) 
Lemma 4.2.2: (Athar et ai, 2009) 
For power function distribution as given in (4.2.11) and any non negative 
finite integers a and b. 
^(«,^ ) = —^ri(-l) ' fh\ b (m +1)" /=o \' J J^[a + (m + l)/,0] 
V 
{m + \y ,=0 Z(-i)' 
1 
v'y t^[a + {m + \)i] 
, m ^ -\ 
(4.2.14) 
(4.2.15) 
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m---\ 
where 
J,{a,b)=lx"-'[F{x)r gl[F{x)\dx 
.a 
J^(a,0) = 
and t^ (a) = a + ap 
Proof: When mi^ -I 
Result (4.2.15) can be proved by expanding 
b 
g'jFix)] 1 
m + \ 
-(FW)"-'} 
binomially in (4.2.17) and then using the result (4.2.18). 
when m = -\ 
at m^-\ in (4.2.14) 
JA^,b)^l as i(-l)' - 0 
(4.2.16) 
(4.2.17) 
(4.2.18) 
Since (4.2.15) is of the form 0/0 at m - ~\, therefore after applying L-
Hospital's rule, we get 
«->-' {a + ap) /=o v'y 
/ \ ^ > 0 
But for all integers «>0 and for all real numbers x, we have Ruiz (1996) 
fr,\ 
\i J 
s (-1)' . (x-/r=«! 
/=0 
Therefore, 
* • Jb~^ 
/=o 
Hence 
i'=b\. 
v'y 
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lim J^{a,b) = —- • 
Theorem 4.2.5: (Athar et al, 2009) 
For power flinction distribution as given in (4.2.11) and 
Y^>\,k>\,\<r<n,m^-\. 
*a 
•C- X r,n,m,k ( r - 1 ) ! 
-^aiTr^f-l) 
py" c,_, g(_iyr'--il 1 
{m + \y-^ {r-\)\i=o K ' J ^aiYr-i) 
Proof: From (1.8.5), we have 
f *a A r,n,m,k c. 
. ( r - 1 ) ! 
Now on application of (4.2.13), we get 
^x''lFix)Y'-'f{x)g:,;\F(x)]dx 
'" ^ ^'^^-'^x''-'lFix)Y'g'„'lF{x)]dx •^ r,n,m,k ( r - 1 ) ! 
and hence the theorem, in view of (4.2.17) and (4.2.18). 
Identity 4.2.1: For /^>\, k>\,\<r<n and m^ -I. 
r-\ 
I (-1)' 
;=0 
^r-0 
^ ' J/r-i 
r-\ 1 (/w + l ) " " ' ( r - l ) ! 
ViYj 
7=1 
(4.2.19) 
(4.2.20) 
(4.2.21) 
Proof: (4.2.21) can be proved by putting « = 0 in (4.2.20). 
Remark 4.2.7: If we put w = 0, A: = 1 in (4.2.20), we get the result for 
order statistics 
E[r",.,,^\ = E(X^_,,,„)=PV" C,_,,,„ E (-1)' 
^ ^ /=0 
^ r - 1 ^ 
V ' J 
1 
t^(n + i-r + \) 
(4.2.22) 
where, 
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c n\ n-r+i.n ( ^ - r ) ! ( r - l ) ! 
In view of Identity (4.2.1), (4.2.22) may also be expressed as 
\ n-r^\.n) r(„ _ ^  + l)r[«+ («//?) +1] 
as obtained by Malik (1967). 
Remark 4.2.8: Moment of k-th lower record values from the power 
function distribution may be obtained in view of (4.2.16) and (4.2.19) at 
m--\. 
by noting y,=k and C^^ j = A:' . 
Remark 4.2.9: For w = 0 and A: = a ' - A? +1, a G R +, we get the moment 
of order statistics with non-integral sample size 
/=0 V ' . 
E\^a'-r+\:a')^ P^" ^a'-r+la' Z ("O' 
t^(a + / - r + 1) 
Exponential Pareto distribution 
The pdf of distribution is given as 
-A-,0-1 (A+\) fix) = 0 A[\-{\ + xy^f (\ + xy^^^'\x> 0, A,0>o 
and the corresponding df is 
F(x) = [ l-( l + x)-^f. 
Therefore, in view of (4.2.23)and {^21^), we have 
F(x) = 
ex 
/l+l 
M=2 
a + n 
I " J 
11 
X 
(4.2.23) 
(4.2.24) 
fix), X is positive integer. (4.2.25) 
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Here 6 and X are two shape parameters. For 6' = 1, the above 
distribution corresponds to the standard Pareto distribution of second kind 
(Shawky and Abu-Zinadah, [10]). 
Theorem 4.2.6: (Khan and Kumar, 2010) 
For the distribution given in (4.2.24) and fox 2<r<n, n>2 and 
E[X'J {r,n,m,k)\- E[X'^ {r -\,n,m,k)'\ 
J 
By, 
1 ^+1(^/1 + 1^ ,7>»^1 
V " ) 
E[X' (r,n,m,k)] 
(4.2.26) 
Proof: In view of (4.2.3) and (4.2.25), we have 
E[X'-'{r,n,m,k)]-E[X'^ir-\,n,m,k)] 
r.(^-i)!^' 0 
\ /i+i (X + \ 
V " J 
r-\ 
xfix)g:;'{Fix))dx 
J I C,_i 
6rr 1(^-1)! ' 
Cx^'[Fix)r^-'f{x)g'-\F(x))dx 
1 A+l 
^1^ 
a+n 
V " y 
C. 
-1 fco _/+W-l 
- n i J o (r-1) 
rxJ''-'[F{x)Y'-\fix)g':;\F{x))dx 
and hence the result. 
Remark 4.2.10: For m = 0, k = 1, the recurrence relations for lower 
generaHzed order statistics reduces to the recurrence relations of lower 
order statistics as 
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>J 
EiX'„ir.vJ-E{X',-r.2:n) 
J 
0{n-r + \) I Au 
1 ^+lf/I + 1 j+u-\ 
^\^n-r+\:n) 
2V " y 
Theorem 4.2.7: (Khan and Kumar, 2010) 
For the distribution given in (4.2.24) and for 2<r<n, n>2 and 
k = \,2,... 
E[X'\r,n,m,k)]-E[X'-'{r-\,n-\,m,k)] 
0Y\ I ^11^2 
X x+\(x + \^ 
E[X''^"~\r,n,m,k)]\ 
V " J 
Proof: Proof is easy. 
Power function distribution [Generalized Uniform distribution] 
DxQpdf of i\\Q distribution is 
f{x) = ^ ^ jc", 0 < X < ^ 
e a+\ 
(4.2.27) 
with df 
F{x) , Q<x<e (4.2.28) 
whrer a > -I is the shape parameter and ^ > 0 is the threshold parameter. 
Now in view of (4.2.27) and (4.2.28),we have 
F{x) = fix) 
a + \ 
(4.2.29) 
The generalized uniform distribution is a uniform distribution at a = 0 
and is a standard power distribution at 9 = \. 
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Case I: 7, ^ yj\ ii^ 7 = 1,2,...,«-! 
Theorem 4.2.8: (Athar and Faizan, 2011) 
For distribution as given in (4.2.27) and neN,meR, k>0,l<r<n 
E[X'{r,n,m,k)V = ^'^^j'^^^ E[X'{r - l,n,m,k)y (4.2.30) 
U + rria + i)} 
Proof: We have Athar et al. (2008) 
E[^{X\r,n,m,k)]] - E[^{X'{r - \,n,m,k))] 
= -C,_2 |^ ' (^ ) t« , ( r ) [F(x) f ' ^ 
a '=1 
Let ^(x) = X-', then 
E{X\r,n,m,k))Y -E{X'{r-\,n,m,k))y 
= -Cr-2J \^'''ta^r)[F{x)r' dx 
a '=1 
Now in view of (4.2.29), we get 
E{X\r,n,m,k))V - E{X\r - \,n,m,k)]Y 
= T^C,_,\xJJ:^,{r)[F{x)Y'-' f{x)dx 
and hence the result. 
Case II. Wy = rrij = m,i-^ j = \,2,...,n-\. 
Theorem 4.2.9: (Athar and Faizan, 2011) 
For distribution as given in (4.2.27) and ne N,m e R , k >0,\<r < n 
E[X'{r,n,m,k)y = ^ ^rio^ + ^) ^^-^,^^ _ i„^^^k^y (4.2.31) 
U + rM + i)} 
E[X'ir,n,m,k)y = 9^ (a + 1)'' f ] - ^ — (4.2.32) 
i=\{J + riio( + l)} 
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Proof: (4.2.31) can be established in view of Athar et al. (2008) and 
(4.2.27) on the lines of Theorem 4.2.8. 
Since X'{0,n,m,k)-6, the maximum of X in the power function 
distribution, we have 
E{X'{\,n,m,k)V = 7 7 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ' (4-2.33) 
{7 + /i(«f + l)} 
(4.2.32) can be obtained by writing (4.2.31) recursively and using 
(4.2.33) as initial value. 
Remark 4.2.11: Recurrence relation for single moments of order 
statistics (at w = 0, A: = 1) is 
F(>rJ . _ {a + l){n-r + \) , 
M 7 + ( « - / + !)(« + !) 
Replacing (n-r + l) by (r -1) , we have 
^ "" (c^  + l ) ( r - l ) ^ '- '"^ 
as obtained by Malik (1967) 
or E ( X 4 ) = . E (A^/_,„_,) 
as obtained by Khan et al. (1983). 
Remark 4.2.12: Recurrence relation for single moments of k-th lower 
record values will be 
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as obtained by Bieniek and Szynal (2002) and 
E{x[''^y =ej {a + \)k 
3. Product Moments of Dual Generalized Order Statistics 
2i) F{x) = {ah{x) + bf ,a<x<f5 
Lemma 4.3.1: (Athar et at., 2008) 
For \<r <s <n-\ , n>2 and k = 1,2,... 
E[<^{X (r,n,m,k),X (s,n,m,k)}]- E[(^{X (r,n,m,k),X (s -\,n,m,k)}] 
C s-2 
( r - l ) ! ( 5 - r - l ) ! ' " •" dy 
i^\^~^i^^y)[f'i^)rfix)g:;\Fix)) 
-\s-r~\ X ihJFiy) - hJF{x))r'~'[\ - F(y)Y^ dydx, (5>x>y>a 
(4.3.1) 
where ^{x,y~) = ^Xx)^Ay) 
Proof: We have 
E{^{X {r,n,m,k\X {s,n,m,k)]-\-E{^{X\r,n,m,k\X\s-\,n,m,k))\ 
C 
s-2 r-^ f/^  /•-I 
{r-\)\is-r-\y. ^!;^{x,y)[Fix)rfix)g';:;\Fix)) 
s-r-li . r -1 X IK, (Fiy)) - h„, iFix))r'-' [Fiy)]' ^  f{y) 
Ay,{hn^{F{y)-hJF{x)}-{s-r-\){F{y)r^']dydx 
Let 
(4.3.2) 
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s-r-\ I 
v{x,y) = [h^{F{y)-h^ {F{x)r"'[F{y)\ 
then 
s-r-2I 
dy 
x[r,{hmiF{y)-hminx)}-{s-r-\){F{y))"'''] (4.3.3) 
Putting the value of (4.3.3) in (4.3.2), we get 
E [^{X {r,n,m,k),X'{s,n,m,k)}] 
- E [4{X\r,n,m,klX\s - In^m^k)}] 
C s-2 {P^P 
( r - l ) ! ( - s - r - l ) ! ff^(x,y)[F(x)]'"/(^) 
xp- {Fix))—^^ dydx 
C s-2 (P 
ir-l)\(s-r-l)l K(^v)[F(x)]"7(^) 
x£"V^W) ^^2^^y dx. (4.3.4) 
Now, we have 
U.^^^dy ^ -l^,\x)[K,{F{y)-h,, {F{x)r-\F{y)Y^ dy 
(4.3.5) 
After substituting (4.3.5) into (4.3.4) and noting that 
d 
dy ^{x,y) = ^^{x.)^^\y) the required expression is obtained. 
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Theorem 4.3.1: (Athar et al., 2008) 
For the distribution given in (4.2.1) and \<r <s <n-\ , n e N 
E[^{X'{r,n,m,k),X'is,n,m,k)}]~E[<^{X\r,n,m,k),X\s-\,n,m,k)}] 
= —E[i//{X\r,n,m,k),X\s,n,m,k)}] (4.3.6) 
car, 
where y/{x,y) = [ah{y) + b] ^ '^^^ 
Proof: Proof is easy. 
Remark 4.3.1: Under the assumption given in Theorem 4.3.1 with 
A: = 1, w = 0, we get the recurrence relation for product moments of order 
statistics (Ali and Khan, 1998) and at m = -\, we have the recurrence 
relation for product moments of k-th record values. 
Examples 
i) Inverse weibull distribution 
F{x) = e~^^'"^\ x>0,p,O>0. 
We have a~\, b = 0, c = \ 
and h{x) = e~^^'-'^'. 
Let < (^x,>') = x'\y^^',then 
|^^(x,,v) . 
i//(x,y) = [ahiy) + 6 ] ^ — — - ^ ^ ^ ^ x ' >'^ "^- '^. 
h\y) pQP 
Thus from relation (4.3.6), we have 
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E[X\r,n,m,k).X'^^\s,n,m,k)\-E{X''{r,n,m,k).X'^^\s-\,ri,m,k)] 
^^^ E[X'{r,n,m,k)X'-'''P^\s,n,m,k)] 
as obtained by Pawlas and Szyal (2001). 
ii) Power function distribution 
F(x) = A"^x^ ,0<x</ l 
here we have a - X~^, 6 = 0, c = 1 and h{x) - x^ 
Let ^(x,>^) = x'>^^',then y/{x,y)=^ ^^^^\' yJ^^ 
P 
Therefore, from relation (4.3.6), we get 
E[X\r,n,m,k).XJ^\s,n,m,k)\-E[X'{r,n,m,k).X>''\s-\,n,mM 
= -^E[X'\r,n,m,k).X'J^\s,n,m,k)] 
YsP 
iii) Pareto distribution 
F ( x ) - l - r ^ x ^ , i < x < o o 
We have a^-^^,b = \,c = \ 
and a/2(x) = x~^nd ^(x,j;) = x 'y+ ' 
P P 
Therefore, from (4.3.6) we have 
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E[X\r,n,m,k).X'J^\s,n,m,k)]-E[X'\r,n,m,k).X'^'-\s-\,n,m,k)\ 
^^E[X\r,n,m,k).XJ^\s,n,m,k)] 
YsP 
— i ^E[X' \ r ,n ,m,k)X 'J^P^\s ,n ,m,k) \ 
iv) Burr type III 
F(x) = (l + 6'x"^)~'^,0<x<oo 
Here a- 9 ,b-\,c --X and h{x) = x'^ 
,„t X ^ ( 7 + l)/ i^ / ,+1 7 + 1 / y+^+i (//(x,>') = X y^ X y^ ^ 
P P 
Thus from relation (4.3.6), we have 
E[X''{r,n,m,k).X'J^\s,n,m,k)]-E[X''{r,n,m,k).X^^\s -ln,m,k)\ 
^-^^E[X"'{r,n,m,k).X'J^\s,n,m,k)\ 
7sP^ 
-^^E[X\r,n,m,k)X'^^P^\r,n,m,k)] 
r.p^G 
b) F(x) = [ax + Z)]'', a<x<p 
Theorem 4.3.2: (Khan etal, 2009) 
For the distribution given in (4.2.8) 
£[X;(r,«,m,/t).Jr^/(5,«,m,A:)] 
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= (-1) p+q 
\aj M=o v=o u+v 
fp^ 
yUj 
fr.\ 
v^y 
(^{K-) n c 
^s-\ ^r-\ 
n c n c 
^s-\ ^r-\ 
where p and q are non-negative integers. 
Proof: See reference. 
(4.3.7) 
Examples 
i) Power function distribution 
Fix) = 
Here a = — 
x-a 
[j3-aj 
i .-
0 
, a < X 
a 
(3-a ' p-a 
and c - 9 , then 
^ p CI (R-a 
M=Ov=0 \ CC ) 
^"+Vp^/ 
yUj 
^s-\ ^r-\ 
^s-\ ^r-\ 
Taking a = 0, we have 
Q{.k) Q^ e 
r 9 r ^ 
•^5-1 ^r-\ 
In view of (2.3.15) and (3.3.6), we have 
E{XP{r,n,m,k).X'^j{s,n,m,k)] /?^"''C,, 
(w + 1)' - ( r - l ) ! ( ^ - r - l ) ! 
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r-\ s-r-\ ( r - \ \ ( s - r - \ \ 
I Z (-1)"" 
u=0 v=0 V « J 
/r-u / s-v 
as obtained by Athar et al. (2007). 
(ii) Pareto distribution 
F{x) = 
\5-x J 
-oo <x < P 
1 /*? 
Here a- , h = and c = -$ S-J3 5-15 
E[X^^{r,n,m,k).X'^{s,n,m,k)] 
P <7 
«=o v=o 
('<?-/?rYpV?^ IT P 
.{k) C" C 
s-l r-
i^-b 
v^ y 
iii) Reflected exponential distribution 
^s-\ ^r-\ 
.Ax F(x) = e ^ \ - o o < x < 0 
Here a = — , 6 == 1 and c —>• oo 
So we have, 
{m + \y~^ {s ' r -\)\{r -\)\ 
X Z (-1)' 
s-l -[// ]] 
r-\ 
Z(-i)' 
/=0 
(r-\\ 
I ' J 
J 
[rr^] 
, w ^ - l 
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and 
= (-1) p+q 
(lY''Cl'\T{p + r)T{q + s-r)^^_^^,^,,^ 
k-'^^''^'' m = -\ 
\X) (5-r- l ) ! ( r - l ) ! 
Power function Distribution 
Lemma 4.3.2: (Athar et aL, 2009) 
For the power function distribution as given in (4.2.11) and non-negative 
integers a,b,c with m^ -I 
Ja,p{aAc) = - — ; (4.3.8) 
where 
J,^p{aAc)-^x^-'y'-'[F{x)nh^{F{y))-h,^{F{x))r{F{y)Ydydx 
(4.3.9) 
Proof: From (4.2.12) and (4.3.9), we have 
J,,p(afi,c) = K-"!-" p - " " - [ly"-'"-' dy\dx 
,a+P 
V 
{P + cp)[a + P + p{a + c)] 
and hence the lemma. 
Lemma 4.3.3: (Athar et aL, 2009) 
For the power function distribution as given in (4.2.1 1) and any non-
negative integers a,b,c. 
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V a+p 
7=0 
(b 
J) tp [c + {m +1)7] t^^p [{a + c) + (w +1) b] 
J^j^{a,b,c) = ^ ! / v " ^ ^ 
i6+i [tpic)r'[ta.p{a + c)] 
; m = ~\ 
; m ^ -\ 
(4.3.10) 
(4.3.11) 
Proof: When m^-\ 
(4.3.10) can be established by expanding 
[^„(^(v))- '^,„(^(^))]* binomially in (4.3.9) and thereafter on 
application of Lemma 4.3.2. 
When m = -\: 
Since at m =-\ (4.3.10) is of the 0 /0 , so after applying L-Hospital's 
rule (4.3.11) can be proved on the lines of (4.2.15). 
Theorem 4.3.3: (Athar et al., 2009) 
For power function distribution as given in (4.2.11) and 
y,.,y^>\, k>\,\<r < s <n, m^-\. 
L!^\ -^ r,n,m,k -^ s,n,m,k \ — c s-l (w + 1)'- ' (r-\)\(s-r-iy. 
7=0 
^a,p[i^ + ^ )U + ^lis-r-[lr^] 
(4.3.12) 
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p'- v"^^ c s-\ 
{m + \y-^{r-ms-r-\)\ 
r-l 5-r-l . ff-X^ 
j=o ;=o \ J ) 
1 
tl3{rs-l)ta+pi.yr-j) 
(4.3.13) 
and subsequently for ^ = r +1 
E\X X r + \,n,m,k 
^ _ pV^^^ C, 
^ {m + \y-'{r-iy. 
7=0 
^^_ A 
V J J ^ /?(rr + l)^af/?(r,-;) 
(4.3.14) 
Proof: From (1.8.2), we have 
^ r,n,m,k -^ s,n,m,k — c 5-1 ( r - l ) ! ( 5 - r - l ) ! 
X |;'_fx« yf'lFix)]^ f{x)g'^-\F{x))[h^{F{y))-h„{F{x))] s-r-l 
AF{y)Y''' f{y)dydx (4.3.15) 
Since 
g:;\nx))4^[\-{F{x)y'-']\ 
1 '^^ (r-\\ 
{m + \y ' y=o V 7 y E(-l)^ . [F{x)] 
•,(/w+i)y 
Therefore in view of (4.2.13), we get 
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f *a •/? ^ 
E X X 
V / 
c 5 - 1 1 ' • - l 
7^ 2 (-1V (r - l ) ! (5 -r - l ) ! (m + i r S f o 
/ ~ _ l \ 
V J 
X V-V '^^ L^ W/"""'^ '^^ '^  
x[ /2 , „ (F (y ) ) - /2 , (F (x ) ) ]^ -^ - ' [F (> ' ) ]^^4^^ 
Thus the theorem is proved by an application of lemma 4.3.2 and lemma 
4.3.3. 
Identity 4.3.1: (Athar et al., 2009) 
For /,. ,y^>\, k>l, \<r<s<n and m ^ -\. 
Z (-1/ 
/=0 
rs~r-\\ ' ^ - • i^^-'-i 1 (w + ir"'^~'(5-r-l)! 
r.-/ 
i=r + \ 
(4.3.16) 
Proof: Ata = /3 = 0 in (4.3.13), we have 
C 5 - 1 
v 5 - 2 im + \y'^{r-\)]{s-r-\)\ 
x-< 
/--I 
z (-ly 
7=0 J J Yr-r-J 
s-r-E (-ly 
/=0 
^ - r - 1 
/ Ys-i 
Now on application of (4.2.20), we get the required result. 
At r = 0, (4.3.16) reduces to (4.2.20). 
Remark 4.3.2: At w = 0 and A: = 1, the product moment of order 
statistics is 
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X r,n,0,\-X s,n,Q,\ \-E[X„_^^i^.X^_^_^^.^) 
2^a+P 
~^ n-s+\,n-r+\:nP ^ 
r-\ s-r-\ ,fr - i V 
j=o 1=0 K J J 
s -r -\^ 
V J 
1 
X 
toin-s + l + iy^^nin-r + j + l 
(4.3.17) 
where 
^r,s:n 
n\ 
{r-\)\{s-r~\)\{n-s)\ 
= C n-s+\,n-r+\:i'i 
Using (4.2.20) and (4.3.16), (4.3.17) may be re-written as 
Fix" XP \-r. nn + l)n{cclp) + n-s + \) 
\ n-r.i.n- n-s^i.n) Y{n-s + \) r[n-r + \ + {a/p)] 
r[{{a + J3)/ p} + n- r + \]v''''^ 
r[n + {{a + /^)/p] + \] 
At « = y^  = 1, (4.3.18) reduces to 
^\Xn-r + \:n-Xn-s + ]:n) 
(4.3.18) 
_ r ( ^ +1) r[(l /p) + rj-s + \)r[{2Ip) + n-r + \]v' 
r{n-~s + \)r[n-r + \ + {\/p)]r[n + (2/p) + \] 
as obtained by Malik (1967). 
Remark 4.3.3: At m ^> -1 in (4.3.15), the moment of k-th record 
value is given by 
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~tp{k)[t,,p{k)r 
Remark 4.3.4: At /? = 0 in (4.3.14), we have 
(4.3.19) 
.a c s-\ F( Y*" A- P^' 
'C' -A r,n,m,k \ — r" 
I J (m + iy-Hr-ms-r-iy. 
r-l s-r-l . fr-l] 
xz z (-ly^ ' 
7=0 1=0 K J J 
s -r -\ 1 
rs-l^ai/r-i) 
(4.3.20) 
In view of (4.3.16), (4.3.20) becomes 
*a P^" Cr-X '^\ 
, J J faiTr-j) 
as obtained in (4.2.19). 
Exponential Pareto distribution 
Theorem 4.3.4: (Khan and Kumar, 2010) 
For the distribution given in (4.2.24) and for \<r <s <n-\, n>2 and 
^ = 1,2,... 
E[X'' {r,n,m,k) X'J is,n,m,k)]-E[X" {r,n,m,k) X'' is-ln,m,k)] 
OYS 
E[X''(r,n,m,k) X'J {s,n,m,k}] 
1 ^+}(A + \ 
^ u=7\ U J 
E[X''' {r,n,m,k)X'J^"^\s,n,m,k)\ 
(4.3.21) 
Proof: In view of (4.3.1) 
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E[X''(r,n,m,k) X'> (s,n,m,k)\-E\X" (r,n,m,k) X'' {s~\,n,m,k)] 
=—r-^—^tl>v-'[fW]'"/wg;-'(fW) 
y^ ( r - l ) ! ( 5 - r - i ) ! 
X [h^ (F (y)) - h^ (F {x)r'-' [F {y)Y^ dydx,x>y. 
(4.3.22) 
and hence (4.3.21), using (4.2.25) and (4.3.23). 
Remark 4.3.5: Under the assumption given in Theorem 4.3.4 with k = \, 
w = 0, we get the recurrence relation for product moment of lower order 
statistics and at k = \, m = -\, we deduce the recurrence relations for 
product moments of lower record values from exponentiated Pareto 
distribution, proved by Shawky and Abu-Zinadah [9]. 
Power function distribution [Generalized Uniform distribution) 
Case I: m^ ^  m and /^ ^ / • \i^j = \,2,...,n- 1 
Theorem 4.3.5: (Athar and Faizan, 2011) 
For distribution as given in (4.2.27). Fix a positive integer k and for 
ne N,meR, \<r <s <n 
E[iX'(r,n,m,k)y (X'(s,n,m,k)y] 
= Z""/^^!^' E[(X'ir,n,m,k))' i^'is - ln,m,k))'] 
(4.3.23) 
Proof: We have Athar et al. (2008), 
E[^{X\r,n,m,k\X'{s,n,m,k)}] 
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- E[^{X'{r,n,m,k),X'{s - U,m,k)]] 
a<y<x<P KV i=r+\ 
fjy) 
Fix) 
r, 
^i:a,{r)[F{x)Y-^^^dydx 
2=1 
y, fix) 
Fix) (4.3.24) 
Now consider,^(x,7) := ^\(x).<^2iy) = x'.y^ in (4.3.24), then in view of 
(4.2.29), we get 
E[{X'ir,n,m,k)y.iX'(s,n,m,k)y] 
- E[{X'ir,n,m,k)y.{X'is - \,n,m,k)y] 
jCs-s-\ 
r,{a + \) Ux^y^ t4\s) /=/•+! 
F{y) 
F{x), 
y, 
-ta,{r)[F{x)Y' ^J^dydx 
/=i F{x) F{y) 
which leads to (4.3.23). 
Case II. nij = w - m, i j^ J = 1,2,...,«-1. 
The joint pdf of X'{r,n,m,k) and X'(s,n,m,k), \<r <s <n is given as 
J X'{r,njiuk),X\s,n,m,k)\X->y) ^ - ' -\F{x)rf{x)g'-\F{x)) {r-\)\{s-r-\)\ 
X[h^(Fiy))-h^{Fix))]'-"-'f{y)\F{y)y^-', x>y 
(4.3.25) 
Theorem 4.3.6: (Athar and Faizan, 2011) 
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For distribution as given in (4.2.27). Fix a positive integer k and for 
ne N,me R, \<r <s <n 
E[{X'ir,n,m,k)y i^'is,n,m,k)y] 
j + Zsia + l) 
E[{X'{r,n,m,k)y (^'(s -ln,m,k)y] 
and 
(4.3.25) 
E[(X'ir,n,m,k)y {X'(s,n,m,k)y] 
^(a + iy 0 s ni+J 
f r 
„=ir„(« + l) + / + 7 
Yu ^r s Yv (4.3.26) 
Proof: (4.3.25) can be proved on the lines on Theorem 4.3.5. To obtain 
(4.3.26) we write (4.3.25) recursively. 
Remark 4.3.6: Recurrence relation for product moments of order 
statistics (at m = 0, A: = 1) is 
F\X^ XJ 1 - {cc + \){n-s + \) 
7+(or+ ! ) (« -5 + 1) 
{n-u + 1) {a-v\ye'^j n— 
y^,='^{n-u + \){a + \) + i + j 
{ 
n 
Vv=r + 
( « - V + 1) 
i ( « - v + l)(Qf + l) + 7 
That is 
7 + (ar + l ) (5- l ) 
^ ' • " " • ' ^" j - ( j .Dc : - ! )^^ - " -^ - ' " ' ' 
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\<r <s <n,{s-r)>\ 
Remark 4.3.7: Recurrence relation for product moments oi k-th record 
values will be 
j + ^ « + l) £[(zrO'(^nV] 
^e'""^ 
{a-^X)k y f 
k{a + \) + i + j 
{a + \)k 
k{a + \) + j ) 
.s-r 
Remark 4.3.8: At / = 0, we obtain recurrence relation for single 
moments are given in (4.2.31) and (4.2.32). 
CHAPTER V 
CHARATERIZATION OF DISTRIBUTION THROUGH 
GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS 
AND DUAL (LOWER) GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS 
1. Introduction 
In this Chapter, Characterization of some specific distributions and 
general class of distributions through conditional variance of generalized 
and lower (dual) generalized order statistics is presented. 
2. The Characterization of WeibuII distribution by conditional 
variance of generalized order statistics 
Before coming to the main result, the following lemma is proved. 
Lemma 5.2.1: (Haque and Faizan, 2009) 
Let F{x) ht Q. df such that F(0) = 0 and has a continuous second order 
derivative on (0,oo) with F ' (x)>0 for all x > 0 (so that F{x)<\ for 
allx, in particular). If it satisfies the differential equation 
F{x) '''- 1) F{x) 
(p-1) 
F{x) 
/ , „ ^2 p V ( ^ - ' ) = 0 (5.2.1) 
Then F {x) = e ^"^ for all jc, 6*,;?, y^+i > 0. 
Proof: Let z^r F\x) 
Fix) PYr+X 
, then (2.1) reduces to 
(5.2.2) 
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Therefore, 
2r r+\ I 
1 1 
+ i/r+l-^O irr+\+^t). 
dt-plx^ dx 
implying that 
rr+\-Ot 
where A is the constant of integration. 
Thus, 
F\x) 1 
F{x) 2/,.+i 
2A 1 
All - \ u 
du 
dx 
, where u = e^^>-+^^^ , 
and 
F(x) = B Ae yr^\0^'' ^^-Yr^xOxP 
^irr+\ 
(5.2.3) 
where A and B are constants to be determined. Since F{x) is bounded, 
hence F(x) = e , in view of the initial conditions on x. 
Theorem 5.2.1: (Haqiie and Faizan, 2009) 
Let A' be a continuous random variable with the df F{x) and the pdf fix) 
over the support (0,GO). Let 0<p<co and F(x) has moment of order 
2p then for 0<r <n, 
V[XP{r + l,n,m,k)\X(r,n,m,k) = x] = 
if and only if 
1 
'r+r 
F(x) = e ^""^ for jc>0 a n d ^ > 0 . 
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Proof: It is easy to see that 
E[XP''(r + l,n,m,k)\X{r,n,m,k) = x] 
00 
rr+\ [F{x)] 
jyP''[F{y)f>--'-^fiy)dy (5.2.4) 
Thus, for the Weibull distribution 
F{x) = e~^''\x>O,0>O 
E[XP^ir + \,n,m,k)\X{r,n,m,k) = x] 
CX) 
^ rr+\^p { pk p-\^-rr+^0y' ^' vP'" ^Pik-m) dy - 2_, —-^^'" a 
m=0 
where _,_] 6 and therefore, 
V[XP{r + ln,m,k) \ X{r,n,m,k) = x] =a^P 1 
v2 /32 
This proves the necessary part. 
For sufficiency part, we have 
Yr 
00 
[ F ( x ) f - i 
~-\y^nF{y)Y^^'-^f{y)dy /r+1 
[F{x)] 2r, A- + 1 
0 0 
j>^^[F(y)]^'-+i-V(.y)^>' c 
That is, 
00 
rr+l[/^W]^'-^' \y'^nF{y)\yr^^-^f{y)dy 
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00 
y. r^\y{F{y)fr.i-^f{y)dy = c[F(x)f^'-+i 
(5.2.5) 
Differentiating (5.2.5) w.r.t.x and solving , we get 
0 0 
7r+i p \y^ [F{x)Y^^' ~^fiy)dy = cr,+ix^-^[F(x)f ^+> -V(^) 
+ pxP[F{x)Y'-+^ (5.2.6) 
Differentiate (5.2.6) again w.r.t. x, to get 
cr,.^lx'-^{F{x)) Pi Jr+\- - t {x) = 1 
F{x) X 
+ —^X~^P~^\F{X))P^ 
CYr + l 
= 0 
That is, 
Fix) + irr+\ -1) 
Fy) 
Fix) 
(p-^) Fy) 
Fix) 
n2 2 2ip-\) n 
rr+\ 0 p X ^^ ' = 0 
(5.2.7) 
Hence F(x) = e ' in view of the Lemma 5.2.1. 
At jP = 1, this theorem gives the result for exponential distribution. 
Remark 5.2.1: At w = 0,A: = 1 and y,. = n-r + \, Theorem 5.2.1 reduces 
for order statistics as obtained by Beg and Kinnani (1978) at /? = 1 and 
Khan and Beg (1987). 
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Remark 5.2.2: At m--\ and y^ =k. Theorem 2.1 reduces for k-th 
record statistics. 
3. Characterization of general class of distributions by conditional 
variance of generalized order statistics 
We first state and prove a Lemma: 
Lemma 5.3.1: (Khan ei al., 2009) 
Let the df F{x) be twice differentiable on ( a , J3 )and let /?( x)be a 
non-decreasing and a twice differentiable function of x such that 
h{x) -^ 0 as X -^ a . Then the solution of the differential equation 
F(x) ^ir. r + l 1) F{x) 
h"{x) 
h'{x) 
F\x) 
F(x)_ •a^/r + l i h'(x)]~ 0 
is 
(5.3.1) 
F{x) = e''"^^''^ for all xe{a,^). (5.3.2) 
where a > 0 is a constant. 
F\x) h'{x) 
Proof: Let -^— ^^/r + l : 
F(x) t 
Then using (5.3.1), we have 
Therefore, 
(5.3.3) 
2r, r + ] + 
1 
{Yr + x-at) {Y,^^+at)_ 
dt-\h'{x) dx 
implying that 
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Yr+X-at 
where A is the constant of integration. 
Hence, 
F\x) 1 2A 1 
Au-\ u 
— , where u = e ^^r+\ K^) ^ 
dx F(x) l/r+i 
Implying that 
F(x)-5Me"^^+i^(^> - e-"^^^^^^""^ f^'^^ (5.3.4) 
where A and B are constants of integration. Since F is bounded, 
henceF(x) = e~" ' , in view of the initial conditions on/z(x). 
Theorem 5.3.1: (Khan et al., 2009) 
Let vV' be a continuous random variable with the df F(x) and the pdf 
f{x) over the support {a, /3 ) . Let E[h{ X )] exist, then for some 
0 < r < n, 
1 
V [h{X{r + \,n,m,k)\X{r,n,m,k)-x] = 2 2 
if and only if 
F(x)=:e~"^'(^^ (5.3.5) 
where a > 0, /7(x)is a non- decreasing and a twice differentiable of x 
such that / 2 ( x ) - > 0 < 3 5 x ^ ' a and h {x) F {x) ^- 0 and x -> oo. 
Proof: It is easy to see that 
E[h{X{r + \ ,n,m,k)]\ X{r,n,m,k) = x] 
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P 
- J'^\ \Ky) [F{y)f^-'-^f{y)dy (5.3.6) 
[F(x)f-i 
For F{x) = e -ah{x) 
E[h{X{r + \,n,m,k)]\X{r,n,m,k)^x\= h { x) + 1 
afr + \ 
and 
E[h 2 {X{r + \,n,m,k)] \ X{r,n,m,k) = x] = /? ^ ( JC) 
Ihix) 2 
+ ^^—- + 
a/r + l a^ Y^r + 
Thus 
V [X(r + l ,«,m,/:) |X(r,«,m,/:) = x] = 1 2 2 
' r + 1 
This proves the necessary part. 
For sufficiency part, we have 
P 
z^'^l^hy) \P{y)\''''-'fiy)dy-'z^ 
VF{x)-\ [/^(^)] 2r, r+\ 
P 
\Ky) \F{y)Y''''^f{y)dy 
2.,2 
a Y r 
That is, 
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/^ 
rr+dF{x)Y''^ \h\y) [F{yW>-^-^f{y)dy 
P 
rr^\\h{y) [F{y)Y^^'-^f{y)dy 
2 2 
a y r + \ 
[F(>;)]2^'--i (5.3.7) 
Differentiating (5.3.7) w.r.t.x and solving , we get 
P 1 
r,^xh'{x) \h{y)[F{x)Yr.x-^f{y)dy= ^ [F(x) ]^ - i - \ / (x ) 
+ [F(x)f'-+i/2(x)/7'(x) (5.3.8) 
That is, 
P 
h'ix) ^h'iy)[F{x)Y'-+^~^ dy = 
a Y r + \ 
[F{x)Y'-.i-^f{x) 
(5.3.9) 
Now differentiate (5.3.9) again w.r.t. x, to get 
J3 
h"(x) \h'{y)[F{x)Y'-^^ dy - [F{x)Y'' " ' [h\x)] 
-^—[-(/,-4-1-n[/^wf^^'"'[/w]^ 
a y r + 
+ [F(x)f- '-^rw] 
Therefore, 
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F{x) + ( r r + i - i ) F{x) 
h"ix) 
h'{x) 
rix) 
F{x)_ 
-o\+l[h'ix)f=0 
Hence 
F{x) = e ''^^''•> in view ofthe Lemma 5.3.1. 
Remark 5.3.1: At w = 0 , k + \ and / f. = n - r , Theorem 5.3.1 reduces 
for order statistics as obtained by Khan et al (2008). 
Remark 3.2: At w = -1 and y ,. = k , Theorem 3.1 reduces forA:'^ ' 
order statistics. 
4. Characterization of distributions through dual generalized order 
statistics 
Lemma 5.4.1: (Khan et al., 2009) 
Let the df F{x) be twice differentiable on (a , /] ),and let h( x )be a 
non-increasing and a twice differentiable function of x such 
that h(x) ^ •Oas x ^ p. Then the solution ofthe differential equation 
F"{x) 
F{x) + ( / . + ! -1) 
f'{x) 
F(x) 
i 2 h"{x) 
h'(x) F{x) 
IS 
-a\+l[h'ix)f=0 (5.4.1) 
Fix) = e '"^^""^ foraW XE (a , J3), (5.4.2) 
where a > o is a constant. 
Proof: Let — ^ =/^+i - ^ - ^ , to get 
F{x) t 
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ax 
(5.4.3) 
Therefore, 
27r + l 1 
1 
+ 
1 
(rr+l-at) {rf.+\+at)_ 
dt=\h'{x) dx 
implying that 
Yr+l-at 
where A is the constant of integration. 
Hence, 
1 F\x) ^ 
F{x) lYr+x 
2A 1 
All — \ 11 
du 
dx 
, where u-e ^^r+\ K^) ^  
implying that 
F(x) = 5[/ie^^'-+'^^^^ - g-«//-+iMx) jl//,+, (5.4.4) 
where A and B are constants of integration. Since F is bounded, 
hence F{x) -e~" ' ^  ^  , in view of the initial conditions onh{x). 
Theorem 4.1: (Khan et al., 2009) 
Let X be a continuous random variable with the df F{x) and the pdf 
f{x) over the support {a, P ). Let E\h{ X y^ exist, then for some 
0 < r < A7, 
V{ h {X' {r ^ \,n,m,k)\X' {r,n,m,k) = y\ = 1 2.,2 
a /r + l 
(5.4.5) 
if and only if 
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F{y)=^e-'^^^y^ (5.4.6) 
where that a> 0 , h{y) be a non- increasing and a twice differentiable 
function of y such that h{ y) -^ (i 2iS y -^ P and h {y) F{y)-^0 and 
y -^ a. 
Proof: It is easy to see that 
E[h{X{r + \,n,m,k)] \ X{r,n,m,k)^y] 
- J'^\ \h{y) [F{y)Y'--'-^f{y)dy (5.4.7) 
^ovF{y)^e-''^^y^ 
E[h{X{r + \,n,m,k)}\X{r,n,m,k) = y]^ h { y) + 1 
a rr + 1 
and 
E[h'^ {X{r + \,n,m,k)]\X{r,n,m,k) = y]^ h^ { x) 
2h(x) 2 
^/r + l a^r^r + 
Now in view of (5.4.5) and (5.4.6), 
1 
2 2 V [X{r + 1,«, w, k) I Jf (r,«, AW, k) = 7] 
This proves the necessary part. 
For sufficiency part, we have 
^''"-l \h-iy) [F{y)f^-^-^f{y)dy ^-^^^ 
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X \h{y) [F{y)Yr^^-^f{y)dy 
a 
1 
2 2 
a Y r + \ 
That is 
yr^\[nx)V''' \h\y) [F{y)Y^^'-^f{y)dy 
a 
rr^\\h{y) {F{y)Y>-^-^f{y)dy 
a 
-7 -^ [F{y)]^'^ 
a"/ r + \ 
r+\ 
(5.4.8) 
Differentiating (5.4.8) w.r.t.y and solving , we get 
Yr^xh'iy) \h{y)[F{y)fr-^-^ f{y)dy 
a 
^~rr + \ 
iF(y)f':i-^fiy)+ [F(>;)f-> h(y)h'(y) 
(5.4.9) 
That is. 
X 
h'{x)\h'{y)[F{y)Y'-.Hdy^ 
a a r r + I 
[Fiy)V^-'-\fiy) 
(5.4.10) 
Now differentiate (5.4.10) again w.rJ. y, to get 
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h\y) \h'{y)[F{y)Y^-^ dy - [F{y)i^ ^ ' [h'{y)] 
a 
-—{-{Yr +1 -1) [ F{y)Y'^'''^my)f 
a Yr + X 
+ [F(>;)f-i-V'(y)] 
Therefore, 
F"{y) 
F{y) + (rr+i'i) 
'F'{y) 
_ F{y) _ 
^ h"{y) 
h'{y) 
'F\y) 
. ny) _ 
- « V r + l [ / ^ ' ( 7 ) ] ^ = 0 
Hence 
F[y) = e "^^y^ in view of the Lemma 5.4.1. 
Remark 5.4.1: At m = 0 , k + \ and / f. = n - r -\, Theorem 5.4.1 
reduces for lower order statistic. 
Remark 5.4.2: At w = -1 and X ^ - k. Theorem 5.3.1 reduces for 
k -th lower record statistic. 
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